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Above: The New Residence Hall , the most recent
addition to living on campus .
Left : Deming Hall , the first residence hall at Rose.
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Abo ve: Judges take their final vote on the cheering contest.

Right : President Hulbert poses with the newly crowned
homecoming queen Nicholee Page .

Below : A member of TASC explains one of their current
projects to a Rose alumnus .

Above : Rose grads get down at the Disco Inferno after
homecoming.
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Homecoming

Above : Circle K members held a raffle to assist a local youth
center .
Be low: The Fighting Engineers watch the game with anticipation as the first half comes to an end .

This year's homecoming had its own unique highlights
like the petting zoo and pep rally. However, the most
distinguishing part of this year's homecoming was not
what was there, but what wasn 't. The longstanding
tradition of the bonfire was ended due to a severe
drought which caused the city of Terre Haute to put a
ban on burning. Despite what could have been a
damper, the stands of Cook Stadium were full . Nicholee
Page was crowned queen in a close race where there
were only 4 votes distinguishing the queen from the
second runnerup. After the rally there was an impressive fireworks show which could be viewed from the
grandstands. On Saturday, Rose's football team played
the Trinity Tigers; in volleyball there were games against
Lakeland and Fontbonne; in Cross Country, Rose ran
against Vincennes. In addition to the usual sporting
events on Saturday, the new tennis courts were dedicated. Each department hosted a reception for alumni,
and the day was a good time for alumni and students to
get together and enjoy each other's company.
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I 25th Anniversary
The weekend of September 10-11 brought one of the biggest parties at RoseHulrnan, as the college celebrated the 125th anniversary of the founding of
Rose Polytechnic Institute. Friday evening, over 800 attendees of a birthday
dinner received a copy of the new Rose-Hulman history book To Be the Best:
Rose-Hulman Institute ofTechnology, 1974 -1999, written by Rose
history professor William Pickett. The next day started with a convocation
ceremony where 1500 students, faculty, and staff participated. Seven honorary doctorate degrees were presented at this ceremony featuring a performance of the Terre Haute Symphony Orchestra and the Rose-Hulman Chorus. At the conclusion of the convocation ceremony, President Samuel
Hulbert spoke about the future direction of our college and the next 125
years of Rose-Hulman.
- Tammy Russell

Right: On Friday night , a 50-year time capsule was
opened at the birthday celebration dinner. At half-time
of the football game on Saturday , Dr . Hulbert slides the
125th anniversary time capsule into the side of the
Sports and Recreation Center.

Left: The cover of the booklet describing Phase Two: Vision to
be the Best had an inspiring picture of Moench Hall.
Below: Phase Two: Vision to be the Bestwas announced to the
Rose family at a news conference.

Phase 1 Goal:

$100,000,000
Raised as of Today:

$116,000,000
Move Our Total Support To:

$200,000,000
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Above: On Saturday , a procession through the campus
included all of the Rose-Hulman community.

Above: The Terre Haute Symphony Orchestra magnified the celebration with help from the Rose-Hulman
Chorus.

Vision to be the Best
This fall new freshmen and returning upperclassmen
were welcomed to campus by a white banner hanging
over the main entrance. Rose-Bulman ranked number
one in colleges not offering doctoral engineering degrees, according to U.S. News &World Report. U.S.
News annually ranks colleges by a nationwide survey of
college deans and professors. Rose-Bulman ranked
above 132 other universities, such as Harvey Mudd and
Villanova. Just as this new ranking was being celebrated,
President Hulbert announced the beginning of the next
phase of the Vision to be the Best campaign. The
Vision to be the Best campaign is a program to raise
money for improvements at Rose-Bulman. The first
phase, which consisted of raising $100 million, was
completed this fall, which was five years ahead of
schedule. This success comes from alumni, foundations, and corporations, who continue to support Rose
in its efforts to become the 'best.'

At a press
conference ,
Pres ident
Samuel
Hulbert announced the
early completion of Phase
One : Vision to
be the Best.
He also
announced the
new goal of
Vision to be
the Best.

- Tammy Russell
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Changes at Rose
Rose-Hulman has been chan ging at an
astoni shing rate the last five years. So
much so, that fo r the last fo ur years the re
has been so me feature abo ut change in the
yearbook, and thi s year is no differe nt. The
changes started with laptops and fe males.
and then came the new Olin Hall , the
Uni on additi on. and the SRC. But whil e
that seems li ke a lot, the campus is continuing to change at an increasing rate. The
SRC is unde rgoin g its first overhaul fo r the
fl oor re pair. and fo r the most part is closed
to the publi c. Thi s year the new res idence
hall was compl eted, the Myers building has
been in use and Rose Hulman students are
now collaborating with industry o n
projects. A new observatory is pl anned. In
addition. the re is now a center to help
Rose- Hulman students who are entre preneurs to get their o wn busin esses started.

TO Features

Thi s year there has even been ground brok en
for the ne w White Chapel. This is a time of
suc h rapid change in the phys ica l appearance
of the campus, and the makeup of the student
body. Donati ons have been made fo r a new
fin e arts building. However, the atmosphe re
of the ca mpus has changed even since I have
been there. Four years ago, c lassrooms were
not all locked and passes required to get in
after hours. The Fieldhouse was open 24
hours a day, and there were a lot fewer
parking spaces , probabl y because there were
fe wer students. Now the ca mpus is co ve red
in parking lots, the classroom s are all locked
to protect the expe nsive equipment. and the
SRC closes earl y. I have no doubt that th is
year' s gradu ates will feel that the school is
radicall y different if they come back for their
fifth year ho mecoming. Change is now the
norm al way of life at Rose-Hu lman.
- Susan Howard

Far Top Left: The Oakley Observatory is in its final construction and
opens spring quarter for students.
Above Left: After two years of use,
the SRC finally needs replacing of
the floor.
Far Left: The relatively new SRC has
been a great addition to Campus Life.

Top: During the winter quarter the
"New Hall" was open to the student
body.
Above: President Hulbert speaks at
the ground breaking for the White
Chapel.
Left: The Myers building was completed early this year and houses
some of the clubs and many of the
senior design projects.
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How do the habits and outlooks of the seniors at Rose-Hulman differ from those of the freshmen? What
are some memorable activities? What advice would Seniors give to their successors? In order to help
answer some of these questions, similar surveys were distributed to both the freshmen and senior classes,
midway through the 1999-2000 school year. Listed here are some of the typical answers.

- Charissa Bolind

Freshmen

Below: The freshman class learns the value of the
Rose-Hulman team during the annual building of the
Homecoming bonfire.

- Everyone feels the excitement of starting something
new.
- At freshman orientation, we found out that the network
couldn't handle the surge of laptop connections.
- Everything I have seen just makes me more certain of my
choice of major.
- It is a lot of fun. (Living in the residence halls.)
- The SAs help us relax at the end of a hard day.
-My RA really bridges the gaps between the personalities
on the floor.
- I've learned to function on FAR less sleep than I thought
possible.
- Less. Much less.
- Naps are very good.
- Take advantage of chances you have to go out and have
fun.
- Make some really close friends. You will need them.

Above: Some residents of BSB take advantage of their
hall being co-ed .
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Below: Civil Engineering students take on the surveying class of the fall quarter.

Seniors

- I have much more direction now.
- Fraternities here are much different than those at other
schools.
(Living on campus) Less hassle with landlords and bills.
(Living off campus) It gives me the needed separation.
(Living in a fraternity house) It has a homey feel.
- Studying overseas will change your life.
-When asked if their workload had become lighter. ..
No, not really
Not until my senior year
What are you? Nuts!?
- I've seen more sunrises than the poets.
- Most pull 'all-nighters' once or twice a trimester
-Plans after graduation ...
I'm going to work for "X" company.

Above: Rachel Freebairn, Sarah Wruck, and Dave
Svesko analyze the Technical Communications
presentations.

I plan to attend graduate/medical school
Work, sleep, everything I haven't had time for
here.

Below: Scott Stranko awaits a job interview in the
Student Commons.

-Advice to their successors .. .
Relax more. Remember that your GPA isn't
everything.

Below: The design project this year for the senior
mechanical engineers was to build a car powered by a
rubber band. Here, a team makes final touches to their
car before launch.
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Students
Study Abroad
Rose-Hulman students travel
around the world to attend classes and
experience new culture everyyear. Here is
what a couple of those students had to say
about their ventures.
Nathan johanningsmeier, who
went to Russia:
"Russia is a place that everyone
should visit at least once i.n their lifetime.
Many people still think that it is dangerous
and you have to wait in line for bread, but
after being here, I can say that many things
that are commonly believed about Russia
are way off base. Learning a language that
doesn 't even use the same alphabet as
English is a very difficult task, but not
impossible. The people here are very
friendly, and very willing to help a lost
foreigner who speaks very little Russian.
Whenever I visit a friend's house and have
dinner, there is always so much food that
I cannot eat it all. They are a very sharing
and giving people. "
Jessica Huggins, who traveled to japan:
"Last summer I traveled to
Kanazawa,Japan, to participate in the Intensified Japanese for Science and Technology Program. This program gave me
theopportunityto not only studyJapanese,
but also to view their lifestyle first hand. I
became very close friends with several of
the Japanese students who were helping
with our program. By talking to them and
hanging out with them I realized how very
similar American students and Japanese
students really are."
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Foreign
Visitors
ot only does Rose have students traveling to other countties, but students from
abroad also attend Rose. This year we had
students and faculty representing 18 different
countties from around the world. Chances are
you have had at least one class this year with a
student or faculty member who has traveled
thousands of miles to be part of the RoseHulman community.
1n The Millennium Whole Earth Catalogue, Donella Meadows wrote that if the earth
were a village of 1,000 people, there would be
584 Asians, 124 Afticans, 95 Europeans, 84
Latin Americans, 55 Soviets, 52 orth Americans, and 6 Australians and ew Zealanders;
165peoplewou1dspeakMandarinChinese,86
English, 83 Hindu/Urdu, 64 Spanish, 58 Russian, and 37 Arabic. With more and more
international students attending Rose each
year, our school is striving to be as diverse as
Donella Meadows' village!
TOP LEFT: Carl Zawistoski poses on Mt.
Wellington overlooking Hobart, Tasmania
TOP CENTER : Masaki Sato prepares
some of his native cuisine for tasting
TOP RIGHT: Scott Snelling and his new
friend Beefeater
MIDDLE LEFT: Nathan Johanningsmeier
enjoying his visit to Russia
MIDDLE RIGHT: Scott Snelling with friends
in the Italian Alps with Matterhorn in background
BOTTOM LEFT: Jessica Huggins takes a
break from hiking Mt. Haku-San in Japan
BOTTOM RIGHT: Tri -Delta hosts several
foreign students at their Christmas Open
House
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Not So
Greek
Since I have experienced both the non-Greek
and the Greek life, some might say that I would
have some kind of unique insight into which is
better and what people should do when trying to
decide. Well I don ' t. Life is what you make of it,
whether or not you are Greek or "GDI. " There are
a lot of good non-Greek groups everywhere at
Rose to get involved in, all kind of things from
sports to government to solar cars. The important
thing is to accept the difference in others and
re pect them and to maintain the friendships you
acquire here at Rose.
- Jason Koch

Top : Las Vegas Night in the
Sports and Recreation Center
was sponsored by the Student
Activities Board for the entire
campus
Above : Zach Cole and Tricia
Cunnington participate in the
Swing Dance lessons of winter
quarter .

Above Right: Hannah Rumpf
and Jenn Lay lead an offcampus bible study .

Right : A fierce battle was again
played out in the annual Twister
tournament.
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RealiY Gr~~!•G=ksystemo• c•mpus,so

what? Just a bunch of toga people who like to make
troubl e fo r everyone else? Well, not quite ... Eight
fraternities and two sororitie allow for a wide ra nge of
students to find their niche. With a strictl y enfo rced
no hazing policy, the quality of Greek life has improved,
so many people rush to join a frate mjty or sorority.
The Greek societies here are small enough so that you
know all your brothers/sisters and get to know them
well over the years. The Greek life here is more
independent, and with that comes more respon ibility,
whil e you have the chance to develop character,
leadership, and life- long friendshjps. The brother- and
sisterhood here at Rose-Hu Iman is amazing. Fro m the
day so meon e ru s hes yo u, th e memo ri es a nd
fri endships made are unbelievable. -Jason Koch

. .r

Top: Triangle fraternity is always a
strong contender in the Greek Games.
Above Left:Chi Omega sorority
participates in the sidewalk painting
contest for Derby Days, a sorority
competition sponsored by Indiana State
University's Sigma Chi, which benefits
the Children's Miracle Network.

Above: Much work goes into each
fraternities theme parties for the year.
Here, Delta Sigma Phi builds the
Shipwreck party decorations.

Left: Every year, an important game for
the basketball team is chosen to be
Greek Night. Delta Sigma Phi and Phi
Gamma Delta fraternities both cheer on
the team.
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COMMENCE
WELCOME TO THE
On May 27 Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology
awarded undergraduate and
graduate degrees to
students in the 122nd
commencement ceremony.
On the temporary floor of
the Sports and Recreation
Center, Rose-Hulman
President Samuel Hulbert
awarded 319 bachelor of
science degrees and 56
master of science degrees.
The class of 2000
achieved the best retention
rate in Rose-Hulman
history, with eighty percent
of students who enrolled
four years ago graduating
or still enrolled. Graduates
found an excellent job
market, according to
associate director of career
services; Jan Ford.
This year's seniors
average a salary of
approximately $48,000. At
graduation over eighty
percent of the senior class
had already accepted a job
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offer, a commission in the
military or been admitted
to graduate school.
Students receiving the
Heminway Medal for
having the highest GPA in
their class were David
Edwards and Nicholas
Robarge, both earning a
4.0 while majoring in
computer science and
mathematics respectively.
Wes Bolsen was
presented with the Herman
Moench Senior
Commendation Award, and
Hannah Rumpf received
the John Tuller Royse
Award. They were honored
for their leadership,
extracurricular
achievement and academic
success.
Faculty and Staff
receiving awards included
mechanical engineering
professor Phillip Cornwell,
applied optics professor
Robert Bunch, and head
librarian John Robson.

Far Left:
Emily
Huguenard
receives her
diploma from
President
Hulbert.

Above: Dean
of Students,
Dr. Lucas,
leads the
graduation
procession
one last time
before retiring.

Left: One last
lesson for
seniors
before the
world is
theirs.
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llS Yea rs A_ history or improvement
hit a very momentous 125!

D

uring the mid-19th century Chauncey Rose was a man with a vision. Seeing that the city of Terre Haute was rapidly growing, he '

invested in 320 acres ofland in the area. He developed this area by constructing canals and railroads. While constructing his
railroad between Terre Haute and Indianapolis, he was faced with a lack of men with technical skills who were willing to come to aD'

stay in the west to complete the railroad. As a result, Rose established the Terre Haute School oflndustrial Science in 1874. One
year later, in recognition for his contributions to the school, the name was changed to Rose Polytechnic Institute. It was located in
north central Terre Haute, near present-day 13th and Locust Streets.
In 1895, Carl Mees was appointed president. He served for 24 years, longer than any other president. By 1903, Rose
Polytechnic had grown to over 200 students in five majors: Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Architecture, and Chemistry. The colleg
continued to grow, and by 1917 the 300-member student body had~--"wn their campus. The Bulman family donated their 123acre farm, and in 1922 the college moved to its new

the Main Hall (now known as Moench Hall)

and Deming Hall.

were constructed. A new era began in 1962 hen J
body to 1000, and several new buildings, such as the
to the campus.

assets of their family 's foundation, worth o er 1:
1 =::===:=:=~=~=~::=::===:.:=:::,=.;
years, the name of Rose Polytechnic Institu
changes began to take place at Rose.
Samuel Hulbert took over as presi ent iaJ9'M, and he inllfi:eiliately brought abo

changes. A $4.75 million grant from

the Olin Foundation resulted in the constru
Eventually, the Root Quadrangle, the Phil B
Center, the John T. Myers Hall, the "New"

esid~ce Hall,

d to the campus, and the Holman

Union was doubled in size. Presently, plans M9f f:IM:Wµ

umni center and an auditorium)

are being developed. Rose also received a gift of$29.7 mi

r Innovation Economy.

@!~~~~f!!~~~m;Jg~~~!l!!!~!iJE~·hman class entered Rose. This
class was also the first required to purchase laptop computers. In 1999, while Rose celebrated its 125th anniversary, the school
received its greatest honor ever. U.S. News and World Report ranked Rose-Bulman and as the number one school among
engineering, science, and math schools whose highest degree is a master's degree. This great honor was a fitting tribute to 125
years of excellence within the Rose-Bulman family. - Jess Huggins
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Students using slide rules in the middle
of the century. No Maple for that
problem.

Deming Lounge
in the 1930 1s. Not
much has remained the same.
Food Service in
the late 1950's or
early 1960's in the
building called
Templeton today.
The Rosie tradition
in the 1970's.
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Rose 2000
A year filled with
big events
This year could be the most momentous in the
history of Rose Hulman. Every few weeks there
.s eemed to be a big announcement of money donated
to the school or media attention for some
fLCComplishment. Here is a recap for the history
records.
The year began with the announcement of Eli
Lilly's grant of $29.7 million for a new program, a
business incubator. Appropriately named, RoseHulman Ventures is located 3 miles south of campus in
Aleph Park and provides the equipment, facilities, and
pecialists, to help entrepreneurs and expanding
companies. This financial donation was the largest ever
made to Rose and makes Lilly's donation total more
than $36 million in the last couple years.
Rose celebrated the 125th anniversary with a
convocation. Students and staff, wearing black
~raduation gowns, spent the morning of Saturday,
September 11 in the SRC. Honorary doctoral degrees
were presented.
Dr. Hulbert laked himself September 23 to
elebrate receiving half of the $200 million for "Vision
to be the Best." He wore a Superman costume.
Homecoming lacked a central element this
year ... the bonfire. Due to drought, the bonfire was
delayed until November 11.
Following Christmas break students moved into
the still uncompleted New Residence Hall. Students
lived there for over a month without network
connection and other finishing touches including cable
and carpet.
Another donation of $10 million was made in
January for construction of an auditorium and alumni
center. The building will be placed on the east front
lawn. Construction has not yet begun; however,
ground was broken for the new Chapel located next to
the "New" Residence Hall. The chapel was made
possible by a donation of $1 million. The Oakley
Observatory was also completed during the year.
The year ended with the "big concert" SGA and
SBA had talked about for 2 years. Two Skinny J's
performed in the SRC. - Katie Weiss
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FACULTY & STAFF
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RIGHT: Ron Artigue, Stuart Leipziger, Carl
Abegg, Hossein Hariri, Mark Anklam,
Michael Misovich, Mary Wade, Frank
Cunning, Je1Ty Caskey, Atanas Serbezov.
BELOW: A much-smaller ChemicaJ Engineering faculty from years ago.

Rose Polytechnic was the first to graduate Chemical Engineers in the United States. Walter Brown
WiJey entered Rose Polytechnic in September 1885
and graduated from the Chemical Engineering Department in 1889. After graduation he engaged in
fuel engineering, especially to improve the quality of
coke and the investigation of cooking coals. A fouryear curriculum in chemical engineering was announced by M.I.T. in 1888.
In the 1950's there were sixteen to
eighteen undergraduates per class and
three graduate students. The laboratory
provided basic experiments; however,
the equipment was old, rusty, and in
marginal working order which made it
difficult for students to obtain meaningful data from their work.
In 1966 Sam Hite, the department
chairman of Chemical Engineering at
the University of Kentucky, learned
that the Chemical Engineering program
at Rose was about to be discontinued
because of a lack of professors. He applied. He
started a drive to increase faculty from two to eight
and the graduates from sixteen to over 70 each year.
Hite also aggressively found money, equipment, and
facilities.
The department moved into a new building in
1984, when the faculty designed the new facilities
around the Unit Operations Laboratory. Mostly new
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pilot plant size projects were built in the new lab.
One piece of equipment was brought from the old UO
lab (affectionately referred to as the "Dungeon") was
the Sperry filter press. A forklift was rented for the
move, but when it was time to connect the piping it
was discovered it had been set with the wrong end
facing the supply tank. Not to be deterred, Professor
Caskey promptly went to the football practice field
commandeered several hefty linemen and some steel
bars and the players hoisted the filter
press, turned it 180 degrees and returned to practice. This type of family
atmosphere continues to be one of the
strengths of Rose-Hulman.
Computer integration has been
another focus of the department. An
example is a CD developed by Professor Caskey using a saturated gas plant
from Marathon's refinery in Robinson,
IL. This provides a resource to make
an integrating link between subjects
regardless of the textbook or teaching
method used in any pa1ticular course.
Last year the department went through a change
when three new faces replaced faculty members
retiring and leaving. The mission of the department i
to provide a balanced education to enable our students to practice as professionals in the dynamic
industrial environment, appreciate their responsibilities to their colleagues and become lifelong learners.
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RIGHT: David Erwin, Frank Guthrie, Trudy
Sladek, Luanne Tilstra, Mark Ball, Farrell
Brown, Dan Morris, Ben Benjaminov, Bruce
Allison, Dennis Lewis, Ed Mottel.

BELOW: The Chemistry faculty and
staff a few years ago.

The Chemistry department experienced a
change in leadership in the summer of 1999
when Dr. Farrell Brown became the interim head
of the department. The previous department
head was Dr. Rita Hesley. Throughout the year
the department searched for a permanent head.
Four candidates were interviewed in the spring.
Farrell Brown's tenure will end
in mid-June as we expect the
new person to arrive in July.
In addition to the changing of
department head, a new Secretary, Trudy Sladek was hired.
Michelle King became the new
StockroomManager. Barry
Morrison was hired as the new
Chemical Technician.

In way of awards, the Chemistry Department received a
continuation in an award program from Pharmicia-Upjohn of
Kalamazoo, Michigan. The
award of $5000 was used to purchase a highquality printer for the Computational Chemistry
Laboratory.
With the advent of the new Hatfield Auditorium, the Department of Chemistry anticipates
expanding into the present Moench Hall Auditorium. The chemistry department has several
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professors who have dedicated a long period of
time educating Rose-Hu Iman students about
Chemistry including: Dr. Allison, Dr.
Benjaminov, Mr. Guthrie, Dr. Lewis, and Dr.
Mottel.
When asked why he had dedicated so many
years of his life to Rose-Hulman, Dr. Allison
replied, "I like the students, I
like the administration, they pay
well, and I don't want to move
my family." Dr. Motte I mentioned, "It's a good environment-professional and educational."
From the perspective of a
professor, Dr. Allison said,
"We've seen how Rose has
grown including lots of personnel changes, improvements in
facilities, departments, and
major improvement as an institution. There has certainly been
an improvement in reputation."
Dr. Mottel said, "(The changes I have seen
at Rose-Hulman include), getting larger, going
coed, expansion of buildings, improvement of
facilities, people running out oftime which
cause there to be more opportunities and demands, and it's more difficult to do everything."
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RIGHT: Jim McKinney, Kevin Sutterer,
Sharon Jones, Martin Thomas, Keith Royer,
Robert Houghtalen, Kathy Nicoson, Tom
Descoteaux.
BELOW: Your civil engineering faculty and
staff 20 years ago

The biggest accomplishment for the Civil
Engineering department last year was 100%
graduate empioyment.
For the first time in Departmental history a team
composed of four Senior Civil Engineering students
participated in the Putnam Mathematics
Competition and earned honorable mention. Senior
Jeff Scott won third place in an undergraduate
technical paper competition on water resources .
An important Civil Engineering
curricular enhancement came in the
implementation of a client-based CE
Senior Design course. Actual Civil
Engineering projects are solicited
from outside industry and presented
to student groups for analysis and
design solutions. Dr. Robert
Houghtalen is the course coordinator
for this year's projects which have
included: Indiana Canal Society/City
of Riley, Indiana/West Central Indiana
Economic Development Office - park
for an abandoned cut stone lock on
the historic Wabash and Erie Canal; Crane Naval
Surface Warfare Center - investigation, design, and
remediation for a highway slope failure; City of
Bloomington Utilities - planning and design of a
water distribution system for northeast Monroe
County ; Terre Haute Community Aquatic Center
Task Force - plans and design for a community
aquatic center; Country Club of Terre Haute -
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analysis and design of a water supply and
retention/irrigation pond for the Club's golf course
irrigation system.
For the past several years the Civil Engineering
Department has incorporated client-based projects
in EM 103 Introduction to Design. Dr. Sharon
Jones is the coordinator for this year's Freshman
Design Projects.
Ninety contractors and material testing
laboratory personnel took part in the
RHIT-INDOT Bituminous Quality
Assurance Certification Program this
past winter. Two different, weeklong, laboratory sessions were held
on campus. A total of 1527 people
have attended the program during the .
past fourteen years. Significant,
important pieces of equipment have
been purchased for the Asphalt
Laboratory and the Civil Department
as a result of this program. The
program has been widely embraced
by the asphalt paving industry.
The national Civil Engineering organization,
which represents 100,000 civil engineers, named
the Cecil T. Lobo ASCE Chapter as one of the top
student chapters in the country by awarding a
Certificate of Commendation to RHIT Ci vii
Engineering. This marks the 21st time out of the
last 27 years (15 years in a row) that the chapter
has been recognized for excellence.
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RIGHT: Kneeling: John Mellor, Mike
Wollowski , David Mutchler, Ken Surendran;
Back row: Andrew Kinley, Dale Oexmann,
Lynn Degler, Claude Anderson , Frank Young
BELOW: Some of the previous computer
science faculty

The computer science department has
survived the coming of the year 2000. The
expected Y2K disasters failed to occur.
Computer scientists now have to deal with
calls for congressional investigations into
whether the expenditures that made software
Y2K compliant were really necessary.
Internet abuse still makes the
nightly news with distressing
regularity.
The computer science
department is still being buffeted
by a growing demand for
computer professionals. The
constant publicity concerning the
shortage of computing personnel
has resulted in a rapid and
significant increase in the
number of computer science
maJors.
The department now has eight
full-time faculty members. Even
with this expansion there have
been difficulties scheduling courses. Some
classes have been larger than desirable, and
some students have had to delay taking
certain courses. There has been a significant
amount of cooperation and understanding
from the computer science majors.
Senior majors have been in the fortunate
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position of having almost unlimited plant
trips while good summer internship positions
seem to be readily available for the
underclassmen.
During this year, Cary Laxer has been on
leave to teach at UNITEC in Auckland, New
Zealand. Ken Surendran is visiting us from
UNITEC. Two new hires have
joined the department's faculty Mike Wollowski and J.P. Mellor.
This coming year will see David
Mutchler visiting the University
of Mauritius as a Fulbright
Professor. Mark Ardis, who has
extensive academic and
industrial software engineering
experience, will be joining the
department next year. The
department faculty is getting
bigger and younger and more
experienced - all at the same
time.
This year saw several records
broken. We had more externally sponsored
senior projects than ever before. We had more
students completing senior theses than ever
before. And more students are going on to
graduate school in computer science than
ever before. We look forward to having an
even more eventful year in 2000-2001.
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RIGHT: Row 1: Sue Dayhuff, Tina Hudson,
David Voltmer, Jianjian Song; Row 2: Van
Cottom, Barry Farbrother, David Gahimer, Ed
Doering; Row 3: Bill Eccles, Cliff Grigg,
Frank Acker; Row 4: Wayne Padgett, Keith
Hoover, Dan Moore; Row 5: Niusha
Rostamkolai, Mark Yoder, Fred Brockhurst,
Ed Wheeler, Bruce Black.
BELOW: Some familiar faces can be seen
from this ECE photo from the 80's.

Electrical and Computer Engineering are two
fields that have experienced dramatic changes over
the past 20 years. We have seen the promise and
demise of nuclear power, the establishment of
computer engineering as a discipline, the rise and fall
of the stock market, the ubiquity of the embedded
controller, and the dawning of the
(digital) information age. All of these
changes are providing new and
exciting opportunities for electrical
and computer engineers! Computer
skills are necessary at the beginning
of the new millennium, because
present day projects are very complex.
Indeed, the way engineers practice
their profession has dramatically
changed during the 1990s. This
requires engineers to avail themselves
of powerful tools in the practice of
their profession. Rose-Hulman students augment
their technical and engineering skills with excellent
oral and written skills. We are pleased that we are
able to provide a yearlong engineering design course
(sponsored by an external client) which is now a
requirement for graduation. Both CO and EE majors
are able to experience the thrill of their chosen
profession before they graduate.
These two disciplines present some outstanding
opportunities for those who complete our rigorous
programs. We believe the programs prepare students
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first to practice as an engineer and also give them the
skills necessary for success in a wide variety of
industries, or for further study at the graduate
level. We are pleased to have Wes Bolson, one of the
members of the class of 2000, recognized by the
electrical enginee1ing honorary society
Eta Kappa Nu, as the Outstanding
Electrical Engineering Senior in the
USA this year.
The opportunities that exist for newly
graduated EE and CO engineers are
outstanding. With a booming economy,
the future looks bright for those
considering starting their own business.
Rose promotes entrepreneurial activities
by encouraging students to apply for the
entrepreneurial internships now offered.
Opportunities for innovation and
invention exist in the context of the ECE
department through senior projects and E-teams, and
it will come as no surp1ise, to learn that RoseHulman' s two largest individual benefactors are both
electrical engineering alumni. Bernie Vonderschmitt
(EE '44) has demonstrated extraordinary
philanthropy over many years and recently Michael
Hatfield (EE '84) has provided the means for an
auditorium named after his parents.
There are outstanding opportunities for computer
engineers and electrical engineers at the beginning of
the third millennium!
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RIGHT: Seated: Andreas Michel, Anneliese
Watt, Sayuri Kubota, Julia Williams. Pat
Carlson and Heidemarie Heeter; Row 2:
Antonio de la Cova, Betty Moore, Caroline
Carvill, Michael Kukral, Bill Seyfried, Dale
Bremmer; Row 3: Pat Brophy, Thad Smith,
Bill Pickett, Heinz LuegenbieW.

BELOW: The humanities department of
the mid- l 980's

The Humanities and Social Sciences
Department is in the process of undergoing a
number of changes, both in curriculum and in
staffing. This may be the most innovative and
exciting period in the department's history.
In the early 1970's profound curricular
changes took place in the department. A switch
was made from emphasizing a common core,
known as Hum I-VI, to a focus on
individual disciplines. A number of
disciplinary specialists were hired to
initiate courses in disciplines ranging
from psychology to history. Separate
distribution requirements were added in
the social sciences and in the humanities,
and programs in technical translation
were begun in German and Russian.
These changed requirements served the
department well for almost 20 years.
With the development of new engineering
accreditation requirements at the turn of the
century, however, the department developed new
requirements. Now students, in addition to
Freshman Composition, take two courses each in
Global Studies, Rhetoric and Expression, Self and
Society, and Values and Contemporary Issues.
This permits the department to increasingly
emphasize multi-disciplinary and interdisciplinary
activity. A particular emphasis is being placed on
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global studies and accompanying study abroad
activities, as well as on developing the
communication skills of Rose students. Most
students are now required to take a course in
Technical Communication.
Along with the curricular changes, a
generational change is also occurring in the
department. In the past three
years, three long-time faculty
members retired. This year Dr.
Thad Smith, perhaps the most
admired teacher on campus, is
retiring. In exchange, the
department is adding a number
of faculty. Next year we expect
to have eight faculty in the
department who have been hired
in the last two years, including a
cultural geographer, a new discipline for us.
The process of generational change will
continue for several more years. While that means
that there will be many new faces in our
department, it also provides us with the opportunity
to continue to evolve and advance in support of
our continuing mission, to serve the liberal
education needs of Rose students as they prepare
for professional careers in a rapidly changing
world.
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Right: Row I : Tanya Leise, Pattie Staggs;
Row 2: Gary Sherman, Allen Broughton, Jerry
Muir, David Finn; Row 3: Yosi Shibberu,
Roger Lautzenheiser, Ralph Wojtowicz; Row
4: David Rader, John Rickert, Steve Carlson,
Elton Graves, Douglas Limmer, Jeff Leader,
Ralph Grimaldi.
BELOW: A previous year's masters of the
basic calculator

A Leadership A ward from the Indiana Association for the Gifted was accepted by the Mathematics
Department. The award recognized Rose-Hulman's
efforts, particularly those of the Mathematics department, at providing many excellent academic experiences for middle-school and high-school students.
Allen Broughton, John Rickert and Gary Sherman
continue to conduct an NSF-REU in Hyperbolic
Geometry, Computational Group Theory, and Number theory. This is the third year of the
three-year ($120,000) grant.
Ten students participated in the
11th annual Alfred R. Schmidt Freshman Mathematics Competition. Prizes
were awarded as follows: Michael
Ewing 1st, Peter Nei 2nd, Brian Davis
and Mike Simon 3rd. The 21st Annual
Virginia Tech Regional Mathematics
Competition had 255 contestants from
41 institutes. Nathanael Berglund tied
for 5th place while Matthew Katinas
and Dennis Lin came in at 7th place. Twenty students took part in the 59th Annual Putnam Competition exam on December 4th. The team of Matt
Lepinski, Dennis Lin and David Powder ranked 35th
among the 346 institutions which entered teams.
The four teams participated in the Mathematical
Contest in Modeling. The team of Matt Lepinski,
Dennis Lin and David Powder won third place in the
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Indiana College Mathematics Competition.
Twenty-five students were inducted into Pi Mu
Epsilon, the honorary mathematics fraternity. During
the Math Department Spring Honors and A wards
Banquet, Michael Ewing was awarded the Palmer
Award for outstanding performance as a freshman.
Matthew Lepinski received the Sousley award for
outstanding performance as a senior.
The 34th Annual Rose-Hulman Mathematics
Competition was held in November.
Approximately 500 high school students were in attendance. The Seventeenth Annual RHIT Undergraduate
Mathematics Conference was an
overwhelming success. Seventy participants came to listen to or present
papers. The Undergraduate Conference is one of a handful of Conferences
in the country that is completely devoted to student speakers, except for
the invited speakers. The guest speakers this year were Dr. Nigel Boston and Dr. Frank
Morgan who made the worldwide announcement of
his proof of the Double Bubble Conjecture during the
conference.
Approximately 40 Incoming Freshmen participated in Fast Track Calculus, a summer program
allowing students to earn 15 credits for Calculus I, II,
and ill.

--
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RIGHT:Out front: Tom Roper; Row 2: Bob
Dillon, Paula Duggins, Jerry Fine, Patsy
Brackin, Lee Waite, Mike Fulk Don Dekker:
Row 3: David Purdy, Dan-ell Gibson, Jim
Mayhew, Wayne Sanders, Andy Mech, Don
Morin, Richard Stamper Bill Ovens.
BELOW: A mechanical engineering faculty of
yesterday.

One of the keys to a successful academic institution is the
quality of people that it hires to carry on the valued
traditions and incorporate new technologies. This 19992000 academic year, the Mechanical Engineering
department hired two new faculty, but will lose a champion
of undergraduate education.
Dr. Thomas Adams (Ph.D. 1998 Georgia Institute of
Technology) was hired
as an assistant
professor with
specialties in the area
of Thermal-Fluid
Systems. Dr. James
Mayhew (Ph.D. 1999
University of
California, Davis) was
hired as an assistant
professor with
specialties in the area of Aerospace and Thermal-Fluid
Systems.
Dr. A. Tom Roper, Vice President of Planning and Data
Systems, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, and a pillar
to the Rose-Hulman community, announced his retirement
at the end of the current academic year, after 33 years of
dedicated service to the Institute. A heart-felt thank you
and best wishes to Tom and his wife Karen as they embark
upon travel opportunities and relocation to Seattle,
Washington.
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RIGHT: Row 1: Mike Moloney, Jerry Wagner
Charles Joenathan ; Row 2: Maarij Syed, Dan
Hatten Pamela Hamilton; Row 3: Galen
DuJTee, Bruce Danner; Row 4: Azad
Siahmakoun , Joe West, Elaine Kirkpatrick.
Richard Ditteon .
BELOW: Some familiar faces can be seen in
this former physics department.

The first year an undergraduate
major in Physics was offered at RoseHulman was in 1958. It was not until
1980 that the Physics Department was
established. Physics was part of the
Electrical Engineering Department
before 1980. The
physics department
established a minor in
Applied Optics. The
program was
instituted in 1983.
The Physics Masters
degree program was
initiated in 1985.
An undergraduate
degree in Optics was
authorized in 1987.
The next step was
establishing the Center for Applied
Optics Studies in 1991. A grant from
Eli Lilly Foundation helped bring Lilly
Fellows renowned Optical Engineers
and Scientists to Rose-Hulman to
evaluate the Optics Program. The most
recent accomplishment was
establishing laboratory components for
all optics courses. This took place from
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1987 through 1990. Rose Hulman is
one of only a few colleges and
universities in the country to offer a
degree in Applied Optics.
A large number of faculty changes
took place over the last year. Three
new faculty members--Dr.
Maarij Syed, Dr. Galen
Duree, and Dr. Elaine
Kirkpatrick--were added to
the department. Dr. Bmce
Danner retired after 27 years
of service. Dr. Art Western
became the Associate Dean
of Faculty and will continue
to be a member of the
Physics and Applied Optics
department. Dr. Charles
J oenathan became the Chair
of the Physics and Applied Optics
department.
The research and accomplishments
of the Phisics and Applied Optics
faculty are among the best in the
campus, with various members having
won the outstanding scholar award in
three of the past four years.
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RIGHT: Our Air Force ROTC faculty
and staff.

Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps
(AFROTC) is a commissioning source for active duty
officers. Currently all commissionees serve a
minimum of 4 years full-time active service in the Air
Force after graduation. AFROTC commissions
numbered just over 1900, of which 11 were
commissioned by Det. 218. Eight were RHIT
graduates. The USAF is the number two employer of
Rose graduates second only to General Motors.
Capt. Aufderheide recently joined Det. 218 after
spending his first 6 years on active duty as an Air
Combat Command pilot. He is the assistant professor
of Aerospace Science at both RHIT and ISU. He is
also the Unit Admissions Officer as well as the
Introductory Flight Training Officer and Civil Air
Patrol liaison. His Aeronautical ratings include being
a dual-rated fixed-wing jet and helicopter pilot. He
holds a commercial rating for multi-engine jets. Capt.
Aufderheide teaches both freshman and sophomore
classes at Rose-Hulrnan.
Captain Ed Buchanan arrived last summer. He
previously was a Missile Launch Officer, a flight
commander within his squadron, and then an
instructor. Capt. Buchanan is our Commandant of
Cadets who helps guide the cadet corps through their
officer training lessons during the school year and
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also teaches an Air Force management class.
Cadet Richard Barton, a sophomore in AFROTC,
has been inducted into the National Gallery of
America's Young Inventors section of the hall of fame
in Akron, Ohio. Barton entered his invention, the
"Lapotron," into the gallery's national competition of
winners of inventor's competitions and won.
Our detachment has grown substantially during th
past 12 months. Recruiting is up 70% over last year's
numbers! New incentives have helped. Free trips for
cadets to Colorado Springs to learn how to fly gliders
at the Air Force Academy or two-week trips to
'shadow' an active duty officer in a career field of
their choice. Last year, cadets got several F-5 fighter
jet rides. These free trips are offered to cadets
BEFORE they are committed to serving active duty
time. That's why the programs are only offered to
Freshman students as an incentive to learn more about
the Air Force. Team spirit is also soaring at Det. 218.
We have initiated weekly athletic competitions and
'Warrior-runs' for the entire cadet corps. Our two
new young and very motivated officers have really
breathed new life into our organization. The
reflection of their effort can be seen in the increase in
recruiting and in the overall esprit de corps within the
ranks.
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RIGHT: Row I: Barbara Shaw, LTC Anthony
Rojek, Peggy Grant; Row 2: Cpt. Scott
Linton and MSG Michael Craig; Row 3:
MSG Tommy Eacret Maj. Andy Sparks.
BELOW: The ROTC faculty and staff nearly
two decades ago.

Military Science and the United States Army have
had a long history at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology. After hosting a unit of the Student Army
Training Corps and playing an active role in training
engineers and mechanics for the Army during World
War I, Rose Polytechnic Institute was authorized to
have a Reserve Officer Training Corps Engineer unit
on February 15, 1919. Captain William D. Weidlein,
Corps of Engineers, organized the unit,
on March 8, 1919. Initial enrollment
was 111 cadets, of which all but eight
had been in the Student Army Training
Corps. Rose Polytechnic Institute and
the infrastructure of the Wabash Battalion also trained enlisted engineers and
officers dming World War II through
the use of "accelerated" classes.
Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology is one of the few
institutions that require Military Science
courses for graduation. Until 1998,
freshmen enrolled in first- and second-semester ROTC
classes. Beginning in 1998, freshmen were allowed
to attend second and third semester ROTC classes but
not required to attend leadership laboratories. This is
a clear testament to the Institute's dedication to the
development of informed citizens and broadly
educated engineers ready to contribute to the nation.
The Wabash Battalion is comprised of RoseHulrnan Institute of Technology, Indiana State
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University, and DePauw University. Students from
Indiana State University and DePauw University
attend physical training and leadership laboratories
at Rose-Hulman.
Cadets participate in the ROTC program as either
progression cadets (taking all four years of the
Military Science curriculum) or lateral entry cadets
(prior military service or completing the ROTC Basic
Camp). Both categories of cadet can
participate as scholarship cadets.
Upon satisfactory completion of ROTC
pre-commissioning requirements and
satisfaction of academic degree
requirements, cadets are
commissioned as Second Lieutenants
in the United States Army, Army
Reserve, or Army National Guard.
The most distinguished military
alumni of Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology are Major General John
G. Appel (Chemical Engineering,
Class of 1941) and Major General John C.
Dalrymple (Electrical Engineering, Class of 1933).
Major General Dalrymple retired in 1970. Major
General Appel retired in 1974.
Rose-Hulman graduates are found across the
world on freedom's frontiers proudly serving our
nation. The Rose-Hulrnan educational experience
provides a superb foundation for the future officer
leadership of the U.S. Army.
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President and Assistant to the President

Above: Dr. Samuel Hulbert
Above Right: Linda Gilbert

Dean ofFaculty and Assistant to the
Dean of Faculty
Left: Bany Bennedict

Right: Diann Ringo

Registrar's Office
(Left to Right): Jan Lind, Lou Harmening, Phyllis

Phegley, Debra Valentine.
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Student Affairs Office
Front:KathyGambill, Jill Mishler, Kim Jones.
Back:PeteGustafson,JessLucas,KarenDeGrange, Tom
Miller, Luann Hastings, Darin Greggs.

lnternationalStudentCounselorand Hulman Union
Office
Not Pictured: Donna Gustatson, Jenie Sayer, and Sandy
Keaton

Career Services

Learning Center

Health Services

Above: Jan Ford, Arleen Anderson, Sonnie Hill.

Above: Susan Smith and Canie McCammon.

Above: Jonh Freed and Cheryl Burgess.
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StudentRecreation Center Staff
Front Row: Jon Pervo, Linda Sears, Shannon
Stone, George Patterson. Row 2: Greg Ruark,
Jody Prete, Jeff Jenkins, Sean Bendel. Back
Row: Brenda Davis, Gray Bannett, Matt Egloff,
Bill Welch , Phil Collins, Ross Molle.

Rose-Bulman Ventures
Front: Nick Horvath, Paul Holly, Bradley
Braun, Alex Woods, Mike Zollers, Ian
Stallman, Adam Sekela, James Hicks , Daniel
Ullman de Brito. Second Row: Donna
Snedeker, Diann Ringo, James Baker, Brij
Khorana, Brian Dougherty, Robert Bunch,
Emanuel Bettelheim, Nick Cohen, Jill
Sprague, Barbara Mullen, Hongwei Liu, Dan
Morris, James Eifert, Alan Youngblood.
Back Row: William Mathies, Ronald
Hofmann, Todd Blocksom, Barry Davignon,
Lee Shirley, Jason Kray, Conrad Coffman,
Thomas Mason, Ryan Dewig, Ed Doering,
Rob Davignon, Jerry Wagner.

WCCComputingCenter

Logan Libary Staff

Front: Kevin Davidson. Row 1: Barbara Myers, Lisa Richey . Row 2:
Jack Loi, Mary Anne Pierce, Nancy Bauer. Row 3: Mark Fyffe, A.T.
Roper, Robert Slover, Bernie Timberman, Darren Peterson, Troy
Tembermer. Back: Chad Wilson.

Amy Harshbarger, Jen Jerrell John Robson, Donj Zhao.
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Administrative Services
Front: Jack Bagley, Dan Wells, Pat Jefferies,
Jill Greenwood, Susan Butts. Back: Steve
Cox, Jim Koutsoumpas, Jeff Schoonover.

Alumni and External Affaris

Front: Donna Bums, Jeannie Wheatfill, Brian
Dyer, Kevin Lanke, Bunny Nash. Back:
Darrell Loyles, Dave Piker, Bryan Taylor,
Dale Long.

Development Office
Front: Billie Holechko, Shirley Drake Janet
Newman, Kerry Schaffer. Middle: Karen
O'Rourke, Teresa Goddard . Back: Bruce
Landis, Darrell Loy less, William Foraker,
Dick Boyce, David Haynes.
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Staff

Admissions (left)

Seated: James Goecker, Lisa
Olson, Tim Prickel. Standing:
Chuck Howard, Tara Parameter.

Admissions Office
Seated: Nancy Helsper. Standing: Jane Staley, Paula Hastings,
Nancy Apple.

Academi Affairs Dean Office
Jeanne Liffick

Facilities Operations (far
right)
Front: Elaine Lee, Matt
Sinclair,WayneSpray, Susie
Fidler, David Roy, Susan
Reynolds. Row 2: Julie
Whitlock, Julie Lunsford,
Tony Snow, Bill Lawson,
Doyne Youngblood, Gerald
Hartsock. Row 3: George
Caughlan, Terri Moscan,
Paul Wafzig, Cindy Smith,
Cindy Wampler, Helen
Backfish, Donna McAllister.
Row4:ChrisAuterson, Wan
Campbell, Harry Gordon,
Mary Whitlock, Cynthia
Stoop , Grances Gordon,
Linda Dowey. Row 5: Lea
Cortellini, Richard Mott,
John Walton, Gary Waite,
JoeBruce,EricSchuler.Back:
Lucy Strauch, Judy Kelley,
Paul Muns, Doug Butnun,
DaveTanner,DuaneStrauch.
Art Curator

Polly Seamon

Applied Biology(far
right) From Left: Lee
Waite, Chri tine Buckley,
Jameel Ahmed, Karen
McNally,Ric Anthony,
Luanne Tilstra, Charlie
Joenathan
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Busin~Office

Front: Betty Dyer, Mary Lou Trego, Jana Grimes, Rob
Coons. Row 1: Jana Gimes, Phyllis Proctor, Kelly Henson.
Row 2: Daniel Helt, Connie Bell, Betty Miner, Robin
McClintock. Back: Cathy Rissler, Jill Beeler, Dave Hahn.

Housekeepers
Front: Bev Airhart, Sue Garry , Dave Hamenstafer, Beatrice
Dowers. Row 1: Shirley Laughrey , Nancy Neidlinger,
Twanda Graham, Wendy McCall, Helen Weist, Rosemary
Reberger. Back: Cyndi Abrams, Jerry Dupin, Sue
Pflueger, Brenda Harmon, Bill Wilson , Helen Girton,
Charles Walls.

Aramark Services
Front: Chris Wilson, Nate Braswell, Jason Lawler, Jackie
Johnston, Bob Fields. Row 2: Annette Black, Maria
White, BiJJ Cunningham, Kathy Cunningham, Wanda
Beck, Karen Wahl, Connie Fields, Mariah Utter, Keri
Eick.meier, Dave Hart. Back: Mark Farmer, Pat KeJJy,
Chris Lower, Lori Moreland, Mary Phillips, Sharon
Ardell, Eric Thome, Ryan Rogers.
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Score

Washington University

L, 13-25

University of the South

L, 15-44

University of Chicago

L, 20-22

Kalamazoo College

W, 20-15

Trinity University

L, 0-51

Rhodes College

L, 14-51

Millsaps College

L, 35-28

Earlham College

W, 26-12

DePauw University

L, 0-33

Centre College

L, 36-14

Men's
Football
99-00
The Rose-Hulinan football team endured a roller coaster ride in compiling a
2-8 record under first-year head coach Russ Mo11et.
Senior quarterback Eric Hyten highlighted the season by becoming RoseHulman's all-time leading rusher and all-time leading rusher for an NCAA ill
quarterback. Hysten bested the previous school record of Kevin Kingery ('78) with
3,315 career rushing records. He also surpassed the 3,252-yard total of Adam
Kowles from Wisconsin River Falls ('95) to establish a new national record for a
quarterback.
Six Rose-Hulman players earned all-Southern Collegiate Athletic Conference honors following the season . Senior center Brad Chelton and graduate student
Bryan Hagelskamp ('99) earned first-team honors. Chelton started all 10 games at
center for the third consecutive season, while Hagelskamp moved behind Greg
Kremer ('89) and into second place on Rose-Hulman's career tackles list with 378.
Hysten, Senior running back Ricky Arnold, Senior defensive tackle Jon Hulsman ,
and Senior punter Adam Knoll earned second-team all-SCAC honors.
Rose-Hulman earned its first victory in the Mollet era with a 20-15 win at
Kalamazoo College on Sept.25. Hyten threw for 146-yards and rushed for 89 more
in the victory. The Engineers' other victory came at Phil Brown Field in a 26-12
decision over Earlham College on Oct.30. Arnold led Rose-Hulman with a careerhigh 176 rushing yards and two touchdowns.
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Rochester In stitute of Technology

W, 8-6

Saginaw Valley (Mich.) College

L, 1-2

Wartburg (Iowa) College

L,4-7.W.6-5

Ohio Northern Uni versit y

L, 2-3.L. 3-4

Alma College

W,8-2,W, 7- 1

Lakeland (Minn.) College

W, 3-0,L, 5-9

Johnson &Wales College

W,5-3

Haverford College

T,4-4

Albion College

Anderson University

RO

W ,3-2,L, 2-9

W,3-2, L3-5

Taylor University

L, 3-7, L, 3-10

Franklin College

W, 16- 15,L, 8- 15

Oglethorpe University

L7- 13. W8-2,L8- IO,W7-6

Wabash Col lege

L, 1-11, W,7-3

DePauw University

L1 3- 17,W8-7 ,L3-4.L2- l I

Centre College

W5-0,W6-l,Wl3-6,Wl2-3

University of th e South

LO-l,L3-6,W 13- 1,W 18-7

Southwestern (SCAC Tourney)

L, 1- 10

Millsaps (SCAC Tourney)

L, 8-9

Thomas More College

L,1 -3, L, 7-17
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Men's
Baseball
Baseball rebuilds for 99-00
future success

The Rose-Hulman baseball team endured a season of rebuilding, fini shing the
season with a 19-22-1 record.
Senior shortstop Mike Krueger capped his record setting Rose-Hulman
career with first-team all-Southern Collegiate Athletic Conference honors. Krueger
holds career records for hits (176), games played (158), runs scored (134), runs batted
in ( 121 ), and doubles (41 ). This season, Krueger batter .338 with seven doubles, three
tripples and two home runs.
Senior Phil Munzer joined Krueger on the all-conference team with the
eighth-best single-season batting average in Rose-Hulman's baseball history this
season. Munzer batted .396 doubles and three triples and was the only Engineer to
appear in all 42 contests. Freshman Ryan Keefer led the Engineers pitching staff in
winning percentage (.667) and earned run average (4.10). Keefer allowed 38 hits and
17 earned runs in 37 1/3 innings of work, while ranking fourth on the pitching staff
with 30 strikeouts.
The Engineers won ICAC Championships in 1994, 1995, and 1996, then
earned an SCAC Eastern Di vision regular season crown in 1999. Coach Jeff Jerkins
remains the winningest coach in Rose-Hulman history, in terms of both victo1ies and
winning percentage.
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Senior Kelly Barney hits it out
of reach of a wai ting blocker.

Ready . . . Jump ! Freshman
Jai me Tepool and Junior Molly
Lambert go up for a double
block.

Coll . of Mount St. Joseph

L, 0-3

Fontbonne College

L, 3-2

Wa hington Univ.

L, 0-3

Lake Land College

L, 3-1

Averett College

L, 0-3

Millikin ColJege

L, 0-3

Centre College

W, 3-0, W, 3-0

Anderson Univ.

L, 0-3

Elmhurst College

L, 0-3

Aurora Univ.

L, 3-2

Illinois Wesleyan Univ.

L, 0-3

Oakland City Univ.

L, 1-3

U. of Wisconsin-Platteville

L,0-3

Franklin College

W,3-2

Illinois College

W,3-0

Trinity Univ.

L,0-3

Otterbein Univ.

L, 1-3

Southwestern Univ.

L, 0-3

Brescia College

W,3-0

Millsaps College

L,0-3

Indiana Univ.-Southeast

L, 2-3

Rhodes College

L, 2-3

Robert Morris College

W,3-0

Hendrix College

L, 1-3

MacMurray College

W,3-0

Univ. of Indianapolis

L, 0-3

Greens vii le College

W,3-0

Goshen College

W,3- 1

DePauw Univ.

L, 3-0

Manchester College

L, 1-3

Oglethorpe Univ.

W, 3-0

Wilmington College

W, 3-1

Lincoln Christian ColJege

W, 3-2

Earlham College

L, 1-3
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Left to Right: Jenny McGuire, Gina Kulas, Maggie Lowry, Tara
Strahle, Fiona Haulter, Jaime Tepool , Molly Lambert, Kate Daniel,
Jennifer Krause, Asst. Coach Jodi Prete, Head Coach Brenda
Davis. Not pictured: Kelly Barney and Angie Reynolds.

Women's
Volleyball
.Voll~ball esta.blishes 99-00
single-season wzn record

Rose-Hulrnan's volleyball team won a school record of 15 matches and
finished sixth in the Southern Collegiate Athletic Conference in 1999.
The Engineers started the season with a 10-9 record in their first 19 matches
before finishing the season with a 15-26 record. Sophomore Jennifer Krause earned
third-team all conference honors for the second consecutive season and placed the
Engineers with a school record of 494 kills.
Junior Jenny McGuire became the all-time assist leader at Rose-Hulrnan by
establishing a single-season record of 724. Sophomore Tara Strahle compiled
another single-season record with 517 digs, while Senior Kelly Barney set a new
school record with 44 digs in her final home match against Earlham College.
Rose-Hulman entered the SCAC Tournament seeded sixth and defeated
archrival Rhodes College in five games to enter the winner's bracket of the league
championship. After another victory over Oglethorpe, Rose-Hulman dropped a
match to Centre College to finish sixth.
Rose-Hulman won three dramatic five-game matches during the record
setting season. The Engineers defeated regionally ranked Sewanee in five-games at
the SCAC Divisional Tournament, topped 1998 NSCAA National Champion
Lincoln Christian in five on the road, then defeated Franklin College in fi ve games
at Hulbert Arena.
Junior Jenny McGuire sets up a quick hit for
middle Jennifer Krause. Krause set a school
record with 494 kills thi season.

I got it! Freshman Gina Kulas
bumps up a perfect pass to the
setter.
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Cross

Country

Women gg.oo

Both Men and
have accomplishments.

Sophomore Rebecca Merow claimed the first individual championship by a Rose-Hulrnan Women's Cross Country runner in the program's
five-year history at the Principia Invitational. Merow ran a season-best
time of 20: 13 in the 5-kilometer run. She also placed first at the RoseHulman Homecoming invitational with a school record of 19:37.
Overall the Women's Cross Country Team was small in numbers with
only seven runners. The Rose Women's team was a little short-handed at
both the SCAC Conference meet at Hendrix in Arkansas and the NCAA
Regional meet in Ohio with only three runners in both events. Karen Hill
led the Rose team coming in first in both races, followed by Becky Myers
and Alyson Tews.
The men's team was larger with many strong runners. The team
won a dual meet against Vincennes University where six personal best
and three season best were had. Five men placed in the top seven. The
men's team placed 5th at the Millikin University Invitational and 6th at
the SCAC Championships. Senior Brian Wickham lead the men in several races throughout the season; however, sophomore Nathan Peterson
was also a leader for the team.
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I'm Superman!!! Senior Mike
Harris battles it inside for an
easy layup.

Senior Patrick Grace out
manuevers three defenders and
puts it up for 2. Grace Jed the
SCAC with 150 assists and
ranked third in steals with 58
this season.

Opponent

Score

Illinois In t. of Tech.

W, 65-56

University of Chicago

L. 56-49

Blackbum College

w, 90-75

Oglethorpe University

W,61-60, W, 74-63

Millsaps College

W,96-85, W, 79-77

Anderson University

w, 63-61

Indiana University-East

W, 87-50

Franklin College

L, 60-69

University of the South

L, 53-63

Centre College

L, 61-66, W,94-78

Rhodes College

L,54-59, W, 85-69

Hendrix College

W, 76-57, W, 76-48

Trinity University

L, 43-73, W, 70-65

Southwestern University

L, 76-77, L, 68-73

DePauw University

W, 62-58 , L, 52-60

Eureka College

W, 76-42
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Back row,L to R; Trainer Joe Dunagan, Head Coach Jim Shaw,
Mgr. Daniel Miller, Jon Query, Michael Cash, Jon Charles, Dedric
Day, Jimmy Kosieniak, Mark Tingley, Trent Sommer, Rashad Gold,
Asst. Coach Jon Prevo, Asst. Coach Bryan Egli. Front row: Mgr.
Zach Nicoson, T.J. Holmes, Nathan Stevenson, Chris King, Jeff
Siefert, Chris Unton, Michael Harris, David Lawrence, Ryan Harris,
Clint Ferguson, Patrick Grace, Rob Buxton, Brad Fetters, Mgr. Jason
Tebeest

Men's
Basketball
Men's basketball team 99-00
continues success

Record breaking performances, coaches milestones and dramatic victories
highlighted the 1999-2000 Rose-Hulman Men's Basketball season. After starting the
season with a 7-7 season record, the Engineers won nine of their last 11 games to
compile a 16-9 record and finished in a tie for second place in the Southern Collegiate
Athletic Conference standings.
Rose-Hulman's season highlight occured on Feb. 11 when the Engineers
upset eventual SCAC champion Trinity University at Hulbert Arena. Rose-Hulman
relied on 23 points from Junior T.J. Holmes and eight rebounds from Senior Patrick
Grace to defeat the eighth-ranked team in the nation. The victory was also historic for
sixth-year head coach Jim Shaw, who became just the third men's basketball coach
in school history to win 100 games at Rose-Hulman.
Grace set a school record by reaching double digits in assists in four
consecutive games. He finished the year ranked second on Rose-Hulman's singleseason assist list (150) and dished out 307 career assists. Holmes led the Engineers
in scoring at 14.0 points per game, with senior Michael Harris reaching double figures
at 11.0 per game.
Other highlights in the season included a 62-58 win at DePauw on Jan. 20 to
open a seven-game winning streak; an 85-69 victory at Rhodes where Holmes scored
a career-high 29 points; And a 79-77 overtime victory at Millsaps to close the regular
season.
Senior Jeff Siefert hustles to
save a loose ball on its way out
of bounds.

Freshman Jimmy Kosieniak pulls up for a jumper
under heavy pressure. Kosieniak was named to
the All-SCAC First Year Team.
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Someone get open! Senior Engineer, Becky
Smith looks to pass the
ball to team-mate.

Sophomore Lady Engineer Molly McKeown
goes for the basket and
foul. McKeown was the
leader in steals with a total
of 31 for the season.

Opponent

Score

Wilmington College

L, 37-105

Kenyon College

L. 40-61

Anderson University

L,47-72

Oglethorpe University

L, 44-81,L, 95-69

Millsaps College

L, 56-70, L, 48-69

Mac Murray College

L, 50-62

Earlham College

L, 48-78

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods

L, 53-72

University of the South

L,37-110,L,46-100

Centre College

L, 58-67, L, 47-66

Rhodes College

L, 37-57

Hendrix College

L, 35-83, L, 37-100

Trinity University

L, 32-83, L, 41-74

Southwestern University

L, 25-67, L, 56-77

DePauw Univer ity

L, 30-69, L, 37-104

Greenville College

L, 67-83
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Back row,L to R; Head Coach Brenda Davis, Jennifer Phelps,
Melissa Prentice, Carissa Hassel bring, Christina Forsyth, Mandy
Smith, Becky Smith, Assistant Coach Jody Prete. Front row , Erica
Stidham, Amanda Rice, Shana Ellis, Molly McKeown, Christie
Shadrach, Erin Phelps.

Women's
Basketball
Women's basketball team 99-00
continues to develop

Rose-Hulman continues to develop its Women's Basketball program
this winter, relying on youth to prepare the team for future seasons.
Sophomores Christina Forsyth, Molly McKeown, and Christie
Shadrach led the Engineers in scoring, while Freshman Carissa Hasselbring
led Rose-Hulman in rebounds and spent much of the season ranked nationally in blocked shots. Hasselbring set school single-game, single-season,
and career blocked shot records in her first season of college basketball.
Sophomore Forsyth reached double figures in points 18 times and
compiled an average of 11.8 points per game to lead the Engineers in
scoring. McKeown set a single-season woman's basketball record for
assists (72), led the team in steals (31) and averaged 7.0 points per game,
shooting 35% from three-point range and a school record of 91 % on the free
throw line.
Though Rose-Hulman failed to win a game during the 1999-2000
season, the Engineers established themselves as a youthful team with a
bright future.
Freshman Cari Hasselbring looks for the
basket. Hasselbring was the leading
rebounder with a 153 rebounds for the

Watch out I'm coming through.
Sophomore Christina Forsyth was the
leading scorer for the Lady Engineers.
Forsyth had a total of 295 points for the
season with an average of 11.8 per game.
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Men and Women's
Swimming
Team Swims for
PersonalBests 99-00
The women's team was led by Junior Juliana Van Winkle
and Sophomore Becky Merow. The men's team was led by
Sophomore Matt Smith.
The women's swim team did not manage to win any
meets, as they only had five members, but the season marked
many individual successes. The men's team contained eleven
men and won four of the five home meets. At conference, Van
Winkle earned 8th in the 200 freestyle, 11th in the 50, and 12th
in the 100. Merow had an equally impressive performance
finishing 8th in the 100 breastroke, 11th in the 200 breastroke,
and 13th in the 1650 freestyle. Kelly Sullivan also added some
points for the Rose women's team with a 15th in the 50 freestyle
and 16th in the 100. In the addition to hard practices and long
meets, three members of the women's team took a week off at
Christmas break to train in Florida with the men.
On the men's team sophomore Matt Smith placed 19th,
27th, and 37th nationally in the NCAA ill Division Swimming
Championships.
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Back row,L to R ; Dan Gallagher, Aaron Bolner, Ben Smeland, Hans
Nelson. Middle row; Jon Mastin, Mike Raffay, Ramsey Dusenbery,
Joe Miller. Front row; Erica Hoffman, Amber Jonker, Ami Stevens.
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Rifle
Team
Rifle Team Faces
Rebuilding Year

99 • 00

The Rose-Hulman Rifle Team faced an uphill battle during the 1999-2000
season, and managed a twenty-fifth spot in the national rankings despite returning only two
upperclassmen. Coach Michael Ray, Junior Amber Jonker, and Sophomore Joe Miller
were looked to for guidance as the new team members learned the ropes ofcollegiate rifle.
Joining the Engineers were Freshmen Hans Nelson, Mike Raffay, Aaron Bolner, Ramsey
Dusenbery, and Dan Gallagher. Of the five new faces , only two had ever partaken in
competitive rifle competition before.
Early in the season, the Engineers faced a tough learning curve. After suffering
a loss to Ohio State, Rose bounced back to defeat the University of Missouri-Kansas
City by four points. The Engineers were then nipped by the University of Wyoming
before traveling to Xavier, Ohio. The season progressed with matches against
Morehead State, Murray State, and a return trip to Xavier.
The Engineers faced off against Purdue University on Jan. 22, defeating the
Boiler Makers by 1146 points. The following day, the Rifle shot their highest score to
date despite falling to the Akron Zips. Rose finished up their season with matches
against the University of Kentucky and the NCAA sectionals at Ohio State.
Joe Miller lead the Engineers with the high small-bore average, and Amber
Jonker won top Air Rifle honors for the engineers. Mike Raffay lead the newcomers
claiming most valuable shooter honors.
The Engineers look forward to the 2000-2001 season, returning six team
members and aiming to end the season with a top twenty showing in the NCAA
national rankings.
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Men's
Wrestling
Records h~ghlight Men's 99-00
Wrestling season

The Engineers had a good season last year, finishing 2-51 with an eighth place finish in the Manchester College Invitational. The season opened with a triangular meet against Wabash
College and Millikin University, The Engineers lost to both
Wabash (24-22) and Millikin (29-18). Next the engineers traveled to Indianapolis for the Little State Tournament where Aaron
Rausch placed third at the 197- pound weight class while fellow
teammates Andy Miesse (149), Martin Floreani (165), and Joe
Boyle (Hwt) each placed seventh in their weight classes. Next
the home opener for the Engineers led them to their first victory
of the year against the University of Indianapolis (22-24). The
Engineers could not earn a victory against Olivet College (39-6).
Next the Engineers traveled to Manchester College finishing
eighth place in the tournament. Joe Boyle (Hwt) placed second,
Aaron Rausch (197) placed fourth, and Andy Miesse placed fifth.
At the Monon Bell Team Tournament the Engineers lost to
Wheaton College (21-15) and earned a tie against MacMurray
College (18-18). At the Wheaton Invitational Joe Boyle (Hwt)
finished with a record of 3-2. At the final Home meet the
Engineers beat Knox College (33-12) and lost to Wabash College
(39-6).
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Men's

Golf

Promising season
for golf

99-00

This year's Rose-Hulman Golf Team had a promising season. Despite being extremely young, the squad
opened the eyes of many people.
This year's golf season was extremely successful in
many ways. The team performed well in its matches, with
many young players gaining valuable experience agianst
very competitive teams. The young squad went down to
the conference tournament with high hopes. The RoseHulman Golf Team finished in a tie for fifth place after the
first day of competition. On the second day, the Engineers
played well enough to finish in fifth place. The young team
was pleased with the performance.
Rose-Hulman's Golf Team placed fifth in the sixteam SCAC Eastern Divistion. Lee Pescia led the team
with a low score of 153.
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Millikin University

W, 5-2

lndiana-PurdueFortWayne

W,4-3

GreenvilleCoUege

L. 2-5

Lindenwood University

L. 0-7

Hanover College

W, 4-2

IV-Southeast

W, 4-2

WabashCollege

L, 1-6

Anderson U. & Franklin College

W. 5-1, W, 5-l

U~versity

of Chicago

W, 5-2

ManchesterCollege

W, 5-2

Kerry Seward Invitational

Third Place

Franklin College

W, 5-4, W, 6-3

Savannah Arts & Design

W, 6-3

Mississippi College

L, 1-6

University of the South

L, 0-7

Rhodes Invitational

L, 0-3

Earlham & Transylvania

W, 5-2, L, 3-4

SCAC Tournament

Seventh Place
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Back row,L to R: Eric Marion, Chris Small, Jordan Williford, Kris
Chaney, Robert Kober, Coach Dan Hobkins. Front row: Sam Holster,
Matt Weyer, Drew Wright, Jake Isenburg.

Men's

Tennis

Me~'s ~ennis

enjoysgg.QQ

winning season.

The Rose-Hulrnan Men's Tennis Team finished the 1999-2000
season with a 14-13 record and defeated Centre College to finish seventh
in the Southern Collegiate Athletic Conference Championship.
Junior Robert Kober, Sophomore Kris Chaney, Freshman Drew
Wright, and Sophomore Jake Isenberg held down the top four singles
slots for the Engineers. Isenberg topped singles players with an 11-17
record at the No. 4 position.
Rose-Hulman equaled its best showing since 1982. The Engineers finished behind only regionally ranked Illinois Wesleyan and
Wabash.
Kober finished third individually at the No. 1 position, with
Freshman Drew Wright claiming second-place honors at the No. 3
position.
Wright teamed with Isenburg and finished second at the No. 3
doubles position. Rose-Hulman also earned its first-ever regional
ranking, placing number 25 in the NCAA ill Midwest regional poll.
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Knox College

W,6-3

Savannah Arts & Design

Taylor University

L,0-7

Agnes Scott College L, 1-5

L, l-8

ManchesterCollege W,5-1

University of the South L,0-9

Anderson University W,6-3

Franklin College

Bre cia College

GreenvilleCollege L,5-4

W,5-4

Indiana Wesleyan Univ. L,1-8
HanoverCollege

L.0-9

SCACToumament 9th place

L,0-9

Thomas More College W,9-0
Indiana University-Southeast L,3-6
Marian College

W,5-4

Illinoi College

W,8-1

Franklin College

L,3-6

University of Southern Indiana L,8- l
Lindenwood & Marywood

L,8- 1

Millsaps, Rhodes, Centre College L,0-3
Earlham College & Tran ylvania
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W ,5-4, W 6-3

Back row,L to R: Coach Dan Hopkins, Becky Smith, Cathy Francis,
Sarah Wruck. Front row: Allison Langham, Alison Bailey, Christine
Winters, Mishima Alam.

Women's
Tennis
~omen's tennis team 99-00
zmpoves and has fun
Most simply put, this year "rocked" in terms of Women's Varsity
Tennis for Rose-Hulman. Since the inaugural season three years ago, it has
been an ongoing struggle to win matches as a team.
After much hard work, this year's fall season proved to be the best
ever. Not only was it the first winning season for the women's tennis team,
but also the first ever in the history of Rose-Hulman Women's Varsity sports.
The women Engineers finished the fall season with a 7-6 record.
Freshman Alison Bailey led singles players by compiling an 8-3
record at the No. 5 position. Senior Sarah Wruck finished 6-5 at the No. 3
singles postion and teamed with graduate student Beck Smith ('99) to finish
6-4 in doubles play.
The women Engineers all agree that the fun had in the process is still
the biggest motivation to play. The spring season brought more challenges
to the team; however the team placed 9th at the SCAC tournament.
The team's rebuilding process continues after losing some of the
inaugural members last year and more top players this year. The girls
continue to work hard with the help of Coach Hopkins. Their persistence
and dedication (occasionally motivated by food) continues to help them
build a name within the conference.
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Tracey Neal , Sarah Pyatskowit, Kevin Beto, Amy, Onnie Putteet,
Michelle Perez, Kara Gustafson, Stephanie Poland, Amanda Garrelts,
Chary Wilson, Jen Anderson.
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Cheerleading
Squad
Cheer Squad grows
zn many ways.

99-00

The squad grew in many ways including friendship bonds, personal growth,
and expansion of the team. With a full squad of fourteen girls and four guys, which
included nine new girls and three new guys, the possibilities for the squad seemed
endless. The first few weeks were hectic trying to learn all the chants, cheers, and the
school song dance for the first football game. Eventually, the chants and school song
dance became second nature to the girls. Our next big challenge was getting ready
for Homecoming.
The Homecoming routine was a lot of fun to do. It was a lot of hard work that
included changing music and steps until the squad was comfortable with what they
were doing. Aside from the one sign mishap, the routine went really well and the
squad had a good time doing it.
During basketball season, the cheerleading squad decided to do something
new. For the first time the squad performed a half time routine. The routine was a
challenge for the girls remaining on the squad and the new girls who joined a little late
in the season. There were new builds that had to be learned and new stunting groups
the flyers had to work with. It seemed like constant changes to the stunts or the routine
were being made that the squad had to adapt to, and the squad all did a great job in
doing so. It took several weeks of hard practice and some last minute changes but both
squads did it. The squads were all really happy with the way the routine went even
with the technical difficulties during the first time the routine was performed.
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Freshman Amy Stutler
throwstheballfromfirstto
home to get the batter out.
Stutler played third base
and short stop.

Opponent

Freshman Mary Beth
Kundrat steals home to
score a run for the Lady
Fightin' Engineers.

Score

University of the South

W, 19-10, L, 4-12

Transylvania University

L, 1-9, L, 0-11

DePauw University

L, 1-12, L, 2-25

DePauw University

L, 0-4, L, 4-12

Centre College

L, 1-13, L, 8-19

Centre College

L, 2-7, L, 10-13

University of the South

W, 14-13,L, 12-20

University of the South

L, 3-13, L, 0-8

DePauw University

L. 1-5,L, 6-9

Thomas More College

L, 1-13,L, 2-11

Centre College

L, 5-11, W, 13-12

Taylor University

L, 0-18, L, 0-8
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Back row ,L to R; Head Coach Prete, Robyn Heald, Stacey Miles,
Christine Trossman, Amy Stutler, Jen Phelps, Ann Swistek, Amy
Rainbolt, Autumn Weddle, Jen Clevenger. Front row : Mary
Kundrat, Latisha Arroyo, Erin Phelps, Alex Bowers.

Woman's
Softball

Women's softball
plays hard.

99-00

In February, the women's softball team debuted in Sewanee, TN at the
University of the South. The team, consisting of two seniors, six juniors, and six
freshman, started off strong. Not only did they win the first game, but they also tied
a national record for hitting 10 doubles in one game. After the first weekend of play,
the team continued to grow, working hard on fundamentals. During the season , two
players, senior Mary Kundrat and freshman Amy Stutler, were named SCAC coplayers of the week. They finished our season 3-21 , with all three wins against
conference foes . There were many highlights to the season.
The team had some close games against Depauw, second in the conference.
The Engineers also had a dramatic, 7th inning win against Centre College. The
season record doesn't show all the hard work and ability of the team. Every player
on the team stepped up to help where she could, either by encouraging each other, or
learning new positions.
At the end of the season, freshman Jennifer Clevenger was voted Most
Improved Player and freshman Erin Phelps was awarded Most Valuable Player.
Christine Trossman finished the season with the highest fielding and batted averages.
Christine Trossman earned First-team All -Southern Collegiate Athletic Conference
softball honors. This season was a great beginning to what promises to be a
competitive team at Rose.
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Men's

Soccer
Engineers shock DePauwgg.oo
to highlight season

The Rose-Hulman men's soccer team spoiled the
NCAA III Tournament hopes of archrival DePauw University and claimed its victory over the Tigers in a 1-0 decision
in Nov. 6 in Greencastle.
Junior Tony Mock scored his first goal in the 37th
minute, courtesy of a pass from second-team all-SCAC
performer Neil Kaszubski, to solidify the victory. Senior
goalkeeper Matt Toppin made five saves in net and was
named the Southern Collegiate Athletic Conference player of
the week for his efforts.
Men's Rose-Hulman soccer team finished the season
with a 6-12 mark, including a 2-7 record in the nationally
respected SCAC. The Engineers claimed their first-ever
SCAC victory at home on Sept. 24, defeating the Southern
University 3-2.
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Women's
Soccer
Inaugural Women's Soccergg.QQ
team kicks off in style
The 1999 Women's Soccer season was the first
year for the Rose-Hulman women to be in conference
play. Last year was the first and last year for the RoseHulman's Women's Team as a club sport.
The Rose-Hulman Women's Soccer Team
showed dramatic improvement throughout its inaugural season to compile a 4-13 record and its first-ever
victory in Southern Collegiate Athletic play. The
Engineers defeated Franklin College 3-0 in their first
home match to earn the program's first victory.
Junior Juliana Van Winkle led the inaugural
squad with nine points, scoring four goals and
recording one assist. Van Winkle tied with Christen
Gouthro for most valuable player. Gouthro led the
team in assists. Freshman Anna Burner received
rookie-of-the-year.
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Men and Women's
Track&Field
recieve national
QQ
attention
99•
Indivi~uals

The Track Team ran a long season beginning with
indoor track and lasting until graduation. Individuals on the
team had many accomplishments. Most notably senior Phil
Reksel earned his 4th career all American Honor at NCAA ill
Track. He placed 5th in 400 meter hurtles for the third straight
year. He was also named Third-Team Academic All American.
Freshman Andrew Schipper placed second in the
NCAA ill Track pole vault competition with a jump of
nearly 16 feet and three inches. Success in pole vault is not
new for Rose Hulman. Alumnus Ryan Loftus won the
NCAA ill Track pole vault competition in both 1997 and
1998.
Reksel and Schipper both received first place honors
at the 2000 SCAC Track & Field Championships. Overall
the men placed 6th and the women placed grh.
The team had three firsts at the Hanover College meet in
March. In April the men's and women's teams both placed
ninth at the Millikin University meet in Decatur, Illinois.
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Graduate Students
Klaas Batereau
Stephan Billinger
Stefonie Farnkoph
Tobias Frank
Hongbing Fu

Stephan Gabriel
Stefanie Gutschmidt
Yongbin Lin
Hongwer Liu
Seth McElhinney

Anaget More
Martin Nagel
Safoora Sarvestani
MacSaki Sato
Revdi Shram

Rebecca Smith
Kanchana Srinivasan
Ming Sun
Keven Tynes
Xiaopeng Yu

Hui Zhao
Ranni Zhou

96 People

Seniors
Charles Agnello
Craig Ashcraft
Brian Ball
Kevin Beto
ichol as Bi anchi

Charissa Boling
Wes Boisen
Martin Bo tro m
Frances Bow ley
Patt y Bragger

Kath rin e Brown
Matt Burke
Broo k Chenoweth
Carol Choate
Philip Chorazy

Matt Clau en
Don Cole
Jon ath an Coppock
Patricia Cunnington
Adreanne Czuba

Nino Dav i
Jarrod Dobso n
Li sa Durcholz
ath an Eagan
And y Eberly

People
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Seniors

Dave Edwards
Chad Eviston
Andrew Fisher
Mike Frohmappo
Micheal Frohnapple

Jamie Funk
Brian Goldman
Zach Gorman
Amanda Gray
Jonathon Grubb

Elizabeth Hagerman
Timothy Hancock
Robert Harman
David Hartman
Robyn Hartmann

John Hewigt
Aaron Holder
Kimberly Hoss
Susan Howard
Emily Huguenard

Nicholas Hurlburte
Chris Inman
Nathan Johanningsmeier
Trevor Jones
Tomori Komori

98 People

Class of 2000
De borah Kro ll
Tim Lang ham
Greg Lara
Ro nald Larcom
Ste phe n Laya nd

M atthew Lep in ski
John Lew in g to n
Dav id Lu e bke
Matthew Lu ec k
Herbe rt M ann

Joseph M ari en
Brand o n M ark ha m
Norbert Martin i
C hri sto pher Maurer
Mike McClurd

Neil McC racken
Dav id Mc Kinney
Kev in Mc Kinn ey
Bri an Meents
El aine Mehl er

Stacey Mil es
Catherine Mi ll er
John C Miller
Randall Molchan
Duane Mu sser

People
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Seniors
Willi am Nagle
Aa ron Ne lson
Beth ickson
Jo n Nord
Chri s Phillips

Matthew Poi
Rachae l Polen
Brian Pruss
Mi che lle Query
Philip Rakse l

Kenneth Ri c kard
Alyssa Ril ey
Nico la Ro barge
Ad am Scho nd e lm ayer
Eri c Schull er

Christo pher Schultz
To m Shaw
Jason Sherey
Meghen Shillin g
Jeremy Show lalter

Dav id Sind
Mandy Smith
Scott Sne lling
Jill Sprague
Sh awn Sta ford

100 People

Class of 2000
Ru sse ll Stamp
Sha ne St anfo rd
Dani e l St imemates
Al a n Study
Brando n S wa ngo

Leo Szum e l
Mi c hae l Tho mas
Mic hae l Treaster
Roger Andre Vac hon
Bri an Vargas

Walter Wa lczak
Kara Wa lker
Scott Wa lshon
Ad am We ber
Darren Webe r

Bri an Whitco m
Eric Willeke
Chad Wi seman
Ann a Mari a Witaszczy k
Sarah Wruc k

People
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Class of 2001

102 People

Juniors
David Allen
Ellen Aotao
Jay Askren
Sang Bae
Terra Baranowski
Rya n Barton
Chris Bauer

Marsha Berg h
Micheal Bl ack
Danie l Bock
Christopher Camisa
Carrie Cartier
Do na ld Casey
Dave Ciarrocchi

Conrad Coffman
Christopher Cole
Kpado uwe le Coulibely
Kev in Culbieth
Brook lyn Decker
Ia n Desorm eaux
Jennifer Dilling

He rri o n Di xon
Patri ck Duffey
Lucas Ellioll
Edwardo Escarao
Mi che ll e Everley
Vi ctor Fong
Carl Galamback

Seana Giardini
Travis Gilmore
Sarah Greenly
Andrew Hammond
Robin Harvey
Tim Hayes
Kare n Hill

Sam Hol ster
Jess ica Hu gg in s
Andy In g le
Amber Jo nker
Mallhew Kahle
Paul Kappler
Ra ni a Kas hl and

Timothy Kilbourn
Jaso n Kray
ea t Kuenne
Eric Lammers
Mau Lon gest
Paul Maurer
Ryan Mellow

Cory Miller
Tamm y Misuinas
Anthon y Mock
Tim o thy Moy
Curtis ewell
Laura Ol son
Josh 0 born

People
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Juniors
Tare ll e Osburn
Willi a m Packham
Mi che lle Perez
Andrea Petteet
Al exa nd er Pitm an
Sarah Pyatskow it
Amanda Ri ce

Ke nt Ro e nkoe ller
Tammy Russe l
Andrew Sc holl
ic ko la Sc hroeder
Matthew See ley
Ray Se itz
Matthew Sheehe

Matthew Shike
And y Sipe
Am anda Stu che l
Ann Sw iste k
Megan Switzer
Ali son Tews
Addi e Turne r

Yvette Ty le r
Rebecca Vinson
Be nja min Wa lte r
Jonath an Web te r
Jerod We inman
Dav id Wic ke
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Sophomores
Kyle Allen
icholas Anderson
Katrin a Babb
Justin Bakke
Kenneth Barnes
Rac hae l Bergstrom
ick Berlin
David Berty
Emanuel Benelhe im
Jason Bourg
Co ll een Boyer
Chris Brown
Darrin Buenin g
Bobb y Burke
Anthony Bye
Lara Jea n Carlson
Scon Carl on
Theodore Chan
Jason Childs
Alexander Claffey
Bryce Clark
Jos hu a Clough
Travis Coy
Kale Daniel
Mall Dani el
Jeremy Daniel s
Kyle Dec kerd
Jenn y Dietrich
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Sophomores
James Donaldson
Stephen Donaldson
Travis Eisc nh ouer
Nathan Ellsworth
Joe l Ericson
Eric Faith
A ll en Fisher

C hri stin a Forsy th
Karen Fuhrman
Jennifer Funk
Joe Gallagher
David Gerth
John Glattfelt
James Goodman

Andrew Gordan
Robert Guratzsch
S usan Hare
Don Harrin gton
Robert Harris
Sarah Harris
Matthew Ha untz

Christo pher Hawk
Dav id He ig l
Dan He lm s
Ja yme Hero
Nick Hill
Scott Himes
Ja mes Ho hne
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Class of 2002
Eri c Ho p f
Da ni e l Ho useho lder
Wil so n Hu bbe ll
Elizabeth Huttse ll
Bri an John so n
Jaso n Jones
Jos hu a Ju sko

Matthew Ka sper
Matt Katinas
Jeremiah Ki ge r
Marqu es Kirsc h
Sara Kle in
Dav id Kog ler
Que ntin Kram e r

Jennifer Krau se
Andrew Lahm e n
Marcu s Lam meier
Mall Landin
Th o mas Laut ensc hla ger
Tho mas MacKel
ath an Mann

Pete r Markwart
Angelica Ma r a la
Charles Maupin
Andrew Maxso n
Jeff McGa ha
Do nni e McGa ug hey
Bill McKenn

Rebecca Merow
To m Meyer
C hri sto ph er Mill er
Rya n Moaghan
Adam Mye rs
Ia n Mye rs
Rebecca Myers

Teresa
J osep h eeso n
Brian
Brian
Bri an Pec ro n
Adam Porte r
G ary Ra iney

Grant Reeve
Matthew Roesoe
Jenn ifer Rud olph
Jo nath o n Rundl e
John Rykowsk i
Sh ad Scho ppert
Christopher Schu ette

Jami e Searcy
Peter Seyler
Christie Shadrich
Laura S lay ba ug h
Kylee Smidler
Matt Smith
Ty le r Smith
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Sophomores
Eri ca S nyde r
Jero me Sobo ta
Tim Spatzek
Ky le S po nt ak
Erica Stidha l
Kri sta Torok
Niko laos Tsa kiri s

Lid ey Vansc hoiack
Danie l Walter
Katherine We i se
Nicholas We lte
Jo hn Whidde n
Dustin Willi am
Alex Wood

A nn a Yo ke l
A lex Yova novic h
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Freshm.en
athan Acuff
Trevor Adams
Jame s Anderso n
Dave Atkin so n
Rae Azora ndia
Alison Bailey
Paul Baldeshwiler
Chris Barrell
Joe Bastan
Brad Beich
Eric Beier
Eric Blanton
Kahle Bopp
Ja on Bowe
Alex Bowers
Heidi Brackmann
David Brown
Nichola Brown
Ryan Brown
Ali on Burge
Nick Cani a
Raymond Chin
Jeff Cleinlein
Jennifer Clevenger
Briar Co lwell
Andy Crisman
Micheal Curran
Cyril Duffala
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Class of 2003
C had Dunh am
Chri s Ec hte rl ing
Mi c he ll e Einh orn
Jos h Elgin
Chri s Emborsky
Eli zabe th Fa rq uha r
Wa lter Fl ood

Matthew Fo rd
ick Fow ler
Danie l Ga ll ager
Bryce Gast
Brian Gates
Mo ni ca Gava la
Joe Ginther

Ras had Go ld
Jeff Gorda n
Todd G rote nhui s
So ni a Haa lboom
Nicholas Harde n
Brand y Hard w ick
Karl Haufm a nn

A my Hay meke r
Kl eve Heave n
Da ni e l Hedm a n
Adri a nn e He nderso n
Matthew Henry
Ali c ia Hetric k
Ben Howe

Charl es Howe ll
Be n Hu ckaba
A ndrew Ja uh ola
Lucas John son
Da n Kaeppn ar
Je re my Kas hm an
Gary Klase

ick Ko pczy n ki
Dav id Ko rm an
Philli p Kuhn
Ro s Lam be rsom
Pa ul Lanh a m
Bra nd on Law o n
Matthew Lec her

Jos h Lehne rt
Dani e l Less in g
Frank Lev in so n
A lexa nde r Lo
Ped ro Lo pez
Larry MacEj a
Th om as Ma rkl e

Bri an Marl er
oo r Ma rtin
Jo n Ma ten
A ma nd a McCa rty
Wes McC ull o ugh
Luk e Mc Kinn ey
Jesse McQui ston
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Fresb.m.en
James McShane
Adri a n Meadows
Bill Mesaeh
Du a ne Meyer
Jason Meyer
Bri an Mill er
Grant Mill er

Jonath an Mill er
Ke ith Moe nch
Ru ssell Morri s
Mark O'Bri an
Bret Ol son
athan Otto w
Wend y Packe rd

Mi che lle Patti son
Jerin a Pill er!
Ste ph anie Po land
Charl es Porter
Ka nish Pri yada r hi
Mik e Ra ffay
John Rea

Larry Robin s
Bret Sadl er
To m Sc hn e id er
Matt Sc hramm
Brya n Sc hwerin g
Ad am Seke la
Ro bert Si gno re lli
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Class of 2003
Ross Smith
Eric Soller
Richard Spalding
Amanda Stevens
John Stoner
Andrew Strack
Amy Stutler

John Taylor
Jamie Tepool
Adam Tieman
Mike Till
Jonathan Torok
Mike Tranter
Corey Trobaugh

Nick Vote
Mark Vyvoda
Daren Wade
Andrea Weakland
Dulany Weaver
Autumn Weddle
Matt Weyer

Sarah White
Jonathon Wilcox
Dale Willey
Jeremy Williams
Mike Wittrock
Brian Woodberry
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Campus Life

Changes include a "New Hall" and remodeling
Deming Hall opened in 1926 as the first residence hall
on the new campus east of Terre Haute. This year students
move into 7 residence halls. Due to a shortage of rooms,
some students were placed temporarily in Village Quarter
and Lost Creek apartments until the "New Hall" opened.
The "New Hall" opened for people to move in after
Christmas break. This building was made possible by a $5
million grant from the Eli Lilly Foundation. It is primarily a
sophomore hall containing some juniors and seniors. The
hall was designed to assist sophomores struggling academically as well as increase sophomore retention.
The new residence hall is far different from the existing
halls. Two adjoining rooms share a private bathroom.
Ceilings are much taller, providing endless opportunities for
loft and deck construction. It is also different from other
halls in that it still does not have a name.
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In addition to the differences in the more modem room
design, the building was designed with learning in mind.
Both wings of each hall have a large study lounge with
tables, white boards, and network ports. Also, in the basement of the building there is a classroom staffed by Learning
Center tutors in the evenings.
The "New Hall" is not the only change that happened in
residence hall life this year. Over the summer construction
will be done to Skinner turning one room in each suite into a
kitchen. This will provide students an opportunity to live on
campus but become more independent.
Blumberg will also see improvements over the summer.
Rooms will be remodeled removing the original built-in
furniture which will be replaced by the furniture common in
other residence halls. Blumberg is the last of the existing
halls to be remodeled. - Katie Weiss

Skinner

--------------

;-

---

BSB2
Front row: SA's Ricky Woodring and Chad Alojipan; 2nd
row: Bret Sadler, Nate Bottom, Justin Jeter, Paul Gross,
Andy Strack; 3rd row (standing): Alex Lo, Grant Miller,
Jeremy Williams, Beau D'Arcy; 4th row: Matt Lecher, Joe
Bastin, Mike Phillip , Tomislav (Tom) Mutak, Keith
Moench, Jordan Aigner; 5th row (on shoulders): RA Eric
Haenlien, Patrick Allen, Nick Adams, Ross Smith, Chris
Lelak, Raymond Chin, Josh Reed; 6th row: Phil Smith,
Craig "Special K" Cotner, Doug Jefferies , LaMarr Taylor;
7th row: Don Conley, David Duffy, Tim Buscher, Tim
Adams; 8th row: Chris Emborsky, Amand "Fat Ass" Mody
(on shoulders), Jeff Kleinlein, Josh Karnes (blurred),
Ryan Keefer; Top: Austin Templin, Ben Huckaba, Dave
Atkinson, Andy Caldwell, Tim Louvar, Michael Raffey,
and Chris Echterling.

BSB3
Kneeling: Sharon Foltz, RA; Becky Meyers, SA; Moly
McKeown, SA, (not pictured); 2nd Row: Alex Bowers,
Kristie Toporsh, Andrea Weakland, Brandy Hardwick,
Kristin Sibilia, Alicia Hetrick; 3rd row: Stephanie Poland,
Melinda Fetcko, Kate Vawter, Jamie Tepool; 4t1i row:
Kara Gustafson, Rachel Lukens, Cassandra Mateo; 5th
row: Mishima Alam, Jerina Pillert, Liz Shook, Alison
Burgess; 6111 row: Cari Hasselbring, Missy Prentice, Ally
Baily, Sonia Haalboom; 7th row: Amy Reed, Jennifer
Clevenger, Autumn Weddle; 8th row: Marisa Cummings,
Wendy Packard, Ami Stevens, Elizabeth Farquhar; 9th
row: Sarah White, Erin Phelps, JoAnn Schultz, Michelle
Pattison, and Jennifer Phelps.
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BSBO

Sitting: Jon, Gibbs, Katie, Vieck; Standing:
Ian, Philip, Ewing, Andrew, Jim, Pete, Greg,
Jusko, Darin, Wally, Jason, and Jason.

BSBl

Kneeling: Brian, Fish, Mike, Scrammy, Nick,
Andy; Standing: Parv, Derek, JD, Larry,
Wes, Matt, Kurt, Fuzz, Skipo, Kingpin,
Logdog, Chris, Bret, Scott, Eric, Evan,
Rumpf, Tyson, Smart Dan, Big Sam, Trojan
Man, Adam, Chuck, Luke, Nick, John,
Jimbo Jones, Ham-Bone, Kaeppy, Matt,
Mike, and Vote.

SPEED 1

Derek Frank, Jason Short, Matthew Isbell,
Jonathan Charles, Rashad Gold, James
Kosieniak, Chris Bratten, Jonathan query,
athaniel Fuller, Michael Lowe, Nicholas
Privette, Austin Metzger, Michael Sharpe,
Daniel Jones, Bill McKenna, Robert Kief,
Thomas Gaio, Jared Thorpe, Jon Mastin,
Gary Klase, Matthew Ford, Neill McNeill,
Brian Woodbury, Richard Spalding, Rudy
James, Tidd Grotenhais, Himonshu
Narayna, Chris Inman, Brian Gates, Nathan
Acuff.
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BLUMBERG

Front row: Pete Seyler; 2 nd row: Bob
Leavell, Bryce Clark, Dan Costenaro, Karen
Hill, Daniel Stinemates, Rebecca Vinson,
Matthew Meehling; 3rd row: Katherine
Weiss, Angelica Marsala, Brooke
Chenoweth, Sarah Flanigan, Meliss Gillis,
Karen Fuhrmann, Anna Yokel; 4th row:
Shawn West, Jason Wendling, Andrew
Schipper, Joeseph Hilger, David McCoy,
Steven Hughes, Peter Bryson, Nathaniel
Peterson, David Heigl; 5 th row: Matthew
Sheehe, Dave Ciarrocchi, Dave Neal, A.
Brock Atchison, Colin Hill, Christopher
Hawk, Adam Morrison, Brian Nufer, W.
' Kyle Deckard, Kylee Smidler, Jennifer
Meyer, Holly Minges, Scott Tomlinson,
Laura Slaybaugh, Meg Lyman, Lasandra
Tucker, Yvette Tyler, Zach Cole; 6th row:
Jerod Weinman, Nick Buchanon, David
Imler, George Tsakanikas, Brian Ball, Herb
Mann, Jennifer Dilling, Erik Beam, Paul
Murphy, Robert Guratzsch, Nicholas
Robarge, Jason Lucas, Daniel Helms, Grant
Reeves, Marcus Lammeier; 7a1 row: Edward
O'Connor, Keneth Crabb, John Pederson,
Adam Schondelmayer, Craig Pholman,
Daniel Young, and Michael Zollers.
Mees

SPEED 2

Front row: Andrew Franks, Andy Grubbs,
Damien Yerrick, Mark Vyvoda, Dave
Christensen, Josh Ratts, Brian
Shindeldecker; znd row: Josh Willis, Keith
Henry, Adam Sekela, Nick Osborn, Allen
Zavela, Kahle Bopp, Billy Art, Kanishk
Priyadarshi, Brian Meyer, Tom Schneider;
3rd row: Jim Rimstidt, Eric Blanton, Jeff
Vermeire, Ryan Horner, John Miller,
Todd Goldfinger, Jeremy Schnebelt,
Jason TeBeest, Zach Frichtl, Cory Ruble,
Phil Sirota, Matt Stupca, Will Ackerly,
Jason Strobel, Aaron Baldauff, Jason
Bowe; 4th row: Jesse McQuiston, Leo
Morand, Shane Milton, Jason Macak,
Curt Geen, Eric Titzer, P.]. Scheider,
Brian Marler, Josh Clough.
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DEMING 0

Front row: Travis Moore, Neil McCracken,
Joel Smith, Matt Robinson; znd row: Trevor
Adams, Josh Strodtbeck, Seth Johnson,
Danny Tam, Ron Stanis, Andy Myles, TJ
Emond; 3rd row: Tyler Ryan, Ben Howe, Tim
Kibbey, Mark O'Brien, Nathan Ottow, Nick
McKinney, Nathan Smith, Dave Odle;4l11
row: Richard Jovanovich, Darrick Wilson,
Ryan Bechtloff, Nick Camisa, Jason Meyer,
Tom Shook, Sean Taylor, and Matt Zuber.

DEMING 1

Sitting: Anthony Cann, Aaron Blosser, Art
Doler, Bob Sills, Tim Brown, Aaron Bolner,
Kenneth Patricio, Jess Huggins, Stanley,
Zaremba, James Anderson; Back row: Mike
Bergfeld, Mike Jaskiewicz, John Morahn,
Andy Steen, Travis Coy, Josh Elgin, Ben
Smeland, and Jay Sheridan.

DEMING ATIIC

Front row: Sandor Pet11es, Brian Newman,
Lucas Elliott, Matt Wentz, Jarrod Gray; znd
row: Saylan Lucas, Tom Meckel, John Rea,
Walt Flood; 3rd row: Stephen Young, Craig
Szymenski, Matt Hohntz, Joe Bozek, Bill
Richardson, Adil Musabji, Derek Plote, Bill
Stephen, Eric Given, Ryan Gleitz, Matt Price,
Justin Norsworthy, Mike Baker; 4th row: Ed
Grandstaff, Andy Goeppner, Greg Metz,
Michael Gramelspacher, Jonathen Rundle,
and David Berty.
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Deming2

SHARPENBERG
Kneeling: Matt Kahle, Robert Harman, Nate
Ellsworth, Jason Walker, Tim Spatzek, ick
Harden, Neal Kuenne, Bryan Hart, Jon
Webster, Nick Anderson, Eddie EscandoRaffo, Brandon Swango, Ryan Barton,
Robert Harris, Andy Schott, Chris Nicholson,
Ron Larcom, John Gardner, Ryan Schafer;
1st row: Dulany Weaver, Jason Heckert,
David Blaize, Derek Freihaut, Biyan Shell,
John Stoner, Rock Garcia , Adam Parin,
Adam Meyers, Alex Claffey, Pete Webb,
Jason Pell, Tim Kilbourn, Matt Katinas,
Garnett Mace, "Singing" Dave McKinney,
Quentin Kramer, Kyle Benefiel, dan
Chaney, Mark Gildersleeve, Andrew
Hammond; Standing in back: John Alford,
Alex Pitman, Matt Davis, T. Charles Clancy,
Don Metzler, George Adam, Joe Neeson,
Andrew Plassman, Michael Shevlin, Dave
Drapac, Michael Black, Buckner Creel,
Lucas Beverlin, Brian Pecora, Keith
Atkinson, Matt Ashbaugh, Miles Rickner,
Tomoharu Fukushima, Paul Lanham.

Speed3
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Clubs
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
The Student Government Association is the voice of the
student body. Students are elected from each residence hall and fraternity in addition to commuter
students into the SGA senate. This groups voices
concerns of students and relays them to faculty, administration, and the Board of Trustees. The group is also
responsible for allocation of funds to current student
organizations and the approval of funding for new ones.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD
SAB provides a wide variety of free entertainment and
activities to the student body. New events such as a
concert by Two Skinny J's following Spring Carnival, a
winter formal (Under the Stars and Dreaming), Chain
Saw Juggler, UFO lecture, Finals Relaxation, and
weekly dance lessons were mixed with old favorites
such as Las Vegas Night, Twister Tournament,
Comedians, Amateur Talent Night, Swing Band, and
concerts. SAB is open to all students and is always
looking for new members and ideas.

RESIDENCE HAI,L AssocIATION
Residence Hall Staff as well as on campus students
came together to provide social activities, service
oppertunities, and leadership experience. Each on
campus resident pays a ten dollar residence hall fee
each quarter. This money goes to provide activities
such as outdoor movies, picknic tables and grills
around campus, trips to lndianaoplis for sporting events
and shopping trips, and movies for rent at no charge in
the game room.
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MODULUS
Much work to be done, the Modulus Yearbook staff
spent hundreds of hours taking pictures, developing film,
scheduling photographs, collecting information, writing
stories, laying out pages, printing pictures, and
assembling pages. The focus of staff this year was to
record some of the changes that have occurred on
campus in response to the extensive construction, 125th
anniversary, and the year 2000. Students worked into
the summer to ensure all events including graduation
were recorded in the yearbook.

THORN
If something big happens on campus, you can always
count on it being in the Thorn. The Thom is RoseHulman 's weekly newspaper run entirely by students
who volunteer countless hours in order to make sure
that students and faculty are always in the know about
the issues that affect them and the Rose community.
No matter the topic, the Thom works hard to always
provide the best news, opinions, infromation and
humor possible. This year, the Thom pocketed 12
awards from the annual Indiana Collegiate Press
Association and also received ''First Place" recognition
from the American Scholastic Press Association in
1999.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
interVarsity Christian Fellowship is an interdenominational
Christian organization existing on college and university
campuses worldwide. In response to God's grace, love,
and truth, the purpose of IVCF is to build meaningful
relationships based on Jesus Christ's example, to further
the spiritual growth of the Christian community at RoseHulrnan, and to share the necessity of having a personal
relationship with Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord. IVCF
at Rose-Hulrnan is a very active group, sponsoring Bible
studies in every residence hall, Friday night worship
meetings, various conferences and training events, as well
as events designed to serve the campus as a whole.

Clubs
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BLUE

KEY

Blue Key organized the Homecoming Pep Rally and
Homecoming Queen contests for the Rose-Hulman
community. It also hosted a Student - Facutly Dialogue
sponsored by President Hulbert to encourage
communication between students, faculty, and
administration. Blue Key organized the Rose Show,
where families and the community are invited to see
why students love engineering and science, and what
they do during the year. They also worked to collect
boxes of food for Light House Mission, Inc., help build
a home through Habitat for Humanity, and promote
voter registration for the Indiana primaries. Club
advisor Brian Dyer was recognized by SGA naming
him a Faculty Advisor of the Year.

·---~

--~

STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The Student Alumni Association participates in many
activities for alumni and students. SAA works closely
with the Alumni Association to arrange and run
Homecoming activities for alumni, students, and their
families. They also hold events such as Rosie's Winter
Warm-Up (for the children of alumni), and Mud
Volleyball (for the students of Rose). The purpose of
the Student Alumni Association is to bring past and
present students closer together.

CIRCLE

K

Circle K International, a member of Kiwanis
International, is the largest collegiate service
organization in the world. With over 10,000 members,
Circle K members strive to better their campus,
community, and world. Service, leadership, career
development, and fellowship are emphasized throughout
club activities. The Rose-Hulrnan Circle K club
participated in many projects including highway cleanups, tutoring at Hyte Community Center, Habitat for
Humanity, campus beautification, bingo at nursing
homes, bowling with the Gibault School for Boys, a
reading program at Lost Creek Elementary School,
Bikes for Tykes, and many other activities.
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NATIONAL SOCIETY OF BLACK ENGINEERS
The National Society of Black Engineers is now an
international organization that seeks to help minority
science and engineering students excel academically,
professionally, and in their communities. The RoseHulman chapter of NSBE participates in many
fundraisers and service projects each year as well as
sponsoring programs for Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Day and Black History Month. Although the name
suggests that the club is only for African Americans,
anyone can join.

SOCIETY OF WoMEN ENGINEERS
Society of Women Engineers is a national organization
of professionals and students that stimulates women to
achieve their full potential in careers as engineers and
leaders. The Rose student section of SWE focused on
educating stuends in the community about careers in
engineering. Two girl scout days were hosted, and
members visited Lost Creek Elementary to share with
young studnets the excitement of science. High School
females were invited for a weekend on campus where
careers in engineering and Rose Hulman were
introduced.

STUDENTS AGAINST DESTRUCTIVE DECISIONS
Students Against Destructive Decisions is an organization
which emphasizes intelligent decision making in crucial
situations. The group educates students about usage of
alcohol and drugs national wide. The S.A.D.D. Chpater
at Rose-Hulman provides altemati ves to drinking and
drug use as well as a peer network for counseling. This
year, SADD has encouraged students atRose-Hulman to
make smart decisions through its affiliation with sober
events, including Deming Disco Inferno, the Wellness
Fair, Alcohol Awareness Week, and through speakers.
The greek speaker was a great success. Over one
quarter of the student body was in attendancee to see
Dan Davis, a motivational and drug awareness speaker.
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ROLLER HOCKEY
Anyone who loves the sport of hockey can fit into the
Roller Hockey club, regardless of skill level. Turnout
has been strong this year, even though the club has
been forced to use ISU's intramural gymnasium. The
club offers practices twice a week, yetit also competes
in the toughest collegiate roller hockey league in the
country. Only a select few players from the club are
able to travel to the tournaments, which take place
approximately eight times a year. During these competitions, the club pits itself against many sizable schools,
including Michigan State, University of Michigan, and
Purdue. Despite the heavy competition, Rose has done
well, placing three of its players on the top-ten scoring
list and acquiring a number of wins.

CLIMBING CLUB
Climbing Club had a successful first year as an official
club. In the fall of '99, the club had a budget approved
by SGA. Using this money, the club bought several
harnesses, belay devices, ropes, and other equipment
to supply the club for both indoor and outdoor
climbing. The club was also able to pay for member's
day passes at indoor climbing gyms. Throughout the
year the club went on ten trips, six indoor, three
outdoor, and an indoor bouldering competition. In the
future, the club plans to work on joint backpacking/
climbing trips with the Outdoor Venturing Club. The
club will continue to push for a climbing wall to be built
at Rose.

Volleyball Club is one of the lesser-known campus groups, but we still have a lot of fun! Meetings are twice a week throughout the
year, depending on availability, and are open to anyone who wants to play volleyball for fun or to learn more about the game. The
Volleyball Club also has a men's traveling team that plays at various tournaments through the school year. Officers are: PresidentTarnmy Russell, Vice-President-Amanda Stuchel, Secretary-Jen Dilling, Treasurer- James Anderson, and Team Coach
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OUTDOOR VENTURING CLUB
The Outdoor Venturing Club helps the local Boy Scouts
to achieve Merit Badges and plans various trips
throughout the year. OVC helped with the Boy Scout
Jamboree in the fall, and put on atomic energy,
electricity, and space merit badges. OVC went
whitewater rafting in West Virginia over fall break,
spelunking at Mammoth Caves over winter quarter
break, and backpacking in the Great Smokey Mts. over
spring break. There were also trips to Turkey Run and
McCormick's creek to go kayaking, canoeing, hiking,
horseback riding, and camping.

FENCING CLUB
The Rose-Huhnan Fencing Club is a collegiate club
which will soon become a member of the USFA, and
has been teaching students how to fence for the last
couple of years. We will be attending many more
tournaments next year, and we have hopes of
representing Rose-Hulman in NCAA Fencing the
following year. We hold some events that involve free
food in conjunction with the Martial Arts club, and
encourage all students interested in fencing to come
join us sometime and learn the basics.

ULTIMATE FRISBEE CLUB
Ultimate Frisbee can be seen practicing on the front
lawn most fall and spring afternoons. The club competes
against other schools.
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ASTRONOMY CLUB
The Astronomy Club has been very active this year.
We held our first star party for the lunar eclipse. We
have had several speakers come out to Rose and club
members even went and visited local schools to give
presentations about astronomy. The most exciting thing
that has happened this year is the construction of the
new Oakley Observatory. The new building is much
larger than the old one and with the grant money we
were able to buy some very nice equipment. The club
also worked on projects, like a CCD camera and a
small telescope. We hope to keep up the momentum
and build a better club for the student body.

SOLAR PHANTOM
Solar Phantom is a student lead group which designs
and builds solar powered cars for competition. Rose
achieved its first victory in a national solar car
competition by winning the Formula Sun Grand Prix at
Heartland Park raceway against 14 college teams. The
Solar Phantom V completed 396 laps (831.6 miles)
over the three days of competition, finishing 14 laps
(29.4 miles) ahead of the University of Missouri-Rolla.

CONCERT

BAND

Concert Band is a group of around 20 musicians meeting twice a week. This year we had two opportunities to perform. The first of
these was a joint effort in the winter with the jazz band, chorus, and drama club. On Parents' Weekend we performed on the quad in
a joint concert with the chorus. We play a variety of music from J.S . Bach's preludes and fugues to Sousa's marches.
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MODEL UNITDED NATIONS CLUB
The Model United Nations is a club that gives students the chance to learn
and experience international politics and relations in mock UN committee
settings. Through debate, diplomacy, caucusing, and consensus building, the
delegates demonstrate engineers can do more than just crunch numbers.
The team attended three conferences this year: the Butler MUN Security
Council, the Chicago American MUN Conference, and the Midwest MUN
conference in St. Louis.

STUDENTS AGAINST

wASTE

Students Against Waste (SAW) is an organization dedicated to reduce
waste on campus. This year we have succeeded in getting a recycling
program started at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.

RosE TECH RADIO
The Rose Tech Radio Club is dedicated to the practice of Amateur (Ham)
radio. Our club station, W9NAA, is outfitted with the latest equipment
while maintaining some older, antique radio sets. We have several activities
during the year, including a hidden transmitter hunt through the city and an
annual club trip to the Dayton Hamvention, a mammoth radio flea market.
Our club meets monthly to hear guest speakers and work on radio
projects.

MODEL RAILROAD CLUB
The Model Railroad Club works to design and build modules of scenery for model railroads. Club members also bulid model train
cars. Based out of the basement of BSB, the club has recently worked to use computer controllers for the trains. Periodically
sections of scenery are displayed for evens on campus such as Parents weekend or Activities Fair.
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LEARNING CENTER
The Leaming Center offers peer tutoring in math, physics, chemistry,
computer science, and witting. In addition to peer tutoring, the Learning
Center also offers biweekly group study sessions for targeted freshman
courses, end-of-the-quarter review sessions for freshman and sophomore
courses, and educational workshops such as "Using Powerpoint for Oral
Reports." The homework hotline greatly increased call volume this year as
the service was extended to Indianapolis middle and high schools.

T ECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

&

SERVICE CENTER

The Technical assistance & Services Center (TASC) solves problems for
businesses and industry using the resources and technical expertise of
Rose-Hulman. Working as partners with businesses and entrepreneurs,
TASC enhances economic development and increases industry related
project experience for students and faculty.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
The Cecil T. Lobo Student Chapter of The American Society of Civil
Engineers is very active with many projects in the Terre Haute area. This
year our chapter has taken part in such community service projects as Bikes
for Tykes, The Tribune Star Christmas Basket Fund, Explore Engineering,
and service projects that benefit not-for-profit organizations. In January, four
of our officers attended the Annual Workshop for Student Chapter Leaders
where our chapter was awarded the top award for student chapters in our
zone, making us one of the top five chapters in the nation.

P1TAU SIGMA
Pi Tau Sigma, Sigma Lambda chapter, is the Mechanical Engineering honor
fraternity at Rose-Hulman. We organize a ME Party with the Profs several
times a year, and plan to offer plant trips to MEs in the future. Pi Tau
Sigma also sponsors FE review sessions and offers FE review books to all
students.
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ALPHA CHI SIGMA
Alpha Chi Sigma is a professional fraternity for chemistry related field .
The chapter presents its Chemistry-On-Wheels program to approximately
10,000 elementary age students in the Wabash Valley with a focus of
promoting chemistry as a science and profession. Other activities of the
year included a plant tour of Tredagar, Rose Show, tutoring sessions, and
road trips to other chapters. Dr. McLean was named advisor of the year by
the national office of Alpha Chi Sigma.

OMEGA CHI EPSILON
Omega Chi Epsilon is the Chemical Engineering Honor Fraternity. Juniors
and seniors with outstanding academic and leadership skills are invited to
join. The organization sponsors an award for the Outstanding Chemical
Engineering Senior. This award is given in the Spring and voted on by
seniors. In October, Omega Chi Epsilon also provided donuts when
seniors turned in their laboratory reports.

SPANISH CLUB
The Spanish Club promotes cultural awareness by sponsoring activities
that foment creativity in diversity. They sponsor trips, activities, and films,
to provide authentic Hispanic cultural experiences. This year, the Spanish
Club sponsored a visit to Mexico, staying three days in Cancun and four
days in Merida. They traveled to the Maya ruins at Tulum, Coba, Chichen
Itza, Dzibilchalrun and Uxmal, and enjoyed the Merida Carnival.
Appearing on the Templo Mayor pyramid at Uxmal are Dan Ho ll ow, Bret Sadler, Andy Sipe, Dr.
Antonio de la Cova, Matthew Ford, Add ie Turner and Todd Blocksom. Not pictured: Rachel
Luken s.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
Alpha Lambda Delta is a national society that honors academic excellence
during a student's first year at college. Alpha Lambda Delta has over 220
chapters across the United States and has initiated more than 575,000
studnets. We, at Rose-Hulman, encourage our current members and new
freshmen to pursue scholarship while enjoying the learning experience.

Clubs
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ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Alpha Phi Omega is a national co-ed service fraternity based on the principles
of Leadership, Friendship, and Service. It seeks to train its memers to be
leaders, to instill a sense of brotherhood between all mankind, and to give its
members a chance to make the world a better place through volunteer
service. The Tau Lambda chapter arranges service projects on a weekly
basis, fellowship events, and opportunites to learn the skills needed for true
leadership. This year we helped at Lighthouse Mission, Ryves Hall, built bikes
for underpriveliged childem, planted trees, managed the campus lost and
found, and built cages at a nearby big cats refuge.

ANIME SOCIETY
Established in 1997, the Rose-Hulman Anime Society is a group of students dedicated to exploring and enjoying the depths of
Japan's animated cinematography. Our mission is to spread awareness of this Japanese art form through weekly showings held Friday
nights in the Meyers building presentation room.

LINUX
The Rose-Hulman Users of Linux are a group dedicated to the use of Linux, a free operating system. The club organizes talks,
Installfests, and provides support to users of all skill levels via the rhit.linux newsgroup. The club also co-sponsors an annual
symposium with the Rose-Hulman ACM chapter and maintains a campus Linux machine, tux.rose-hulman.edu.

GuNCLuB
Gun Club is committed to educating to its members the responsible and
safe handling of firearms. We accomplish this by having a seminar on
firearm safety early on in the school year for anyone interested and also by
having multiple shooting days throughout the year. All members are taught
safety, familiarity, and proficiency of firearms while encouraged to have a
good time.
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WMHD
For more than fifteen years, WMHD has given Rose-Hulman students and
a large portion of Terre Haute a true listening alternative. Broadcasting at
90.5 FM and on the internet, student DJ's with a wide variety of musical
tastes get free reign for a few hours each week, ensuring that listeners are
never subjected to the repetitive playlists of commercial radio stations.
Anyone with the desire to bring their own musical tastes to the airwaves can
receive training and be given their own show.

JAZZ

BAND

PEP

BAND

AI CHE
We are the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, a professional society for students and professionals. This year we helped with
the Exploring Engineering program, showing students projects in the Unit Operations Laboratory. We also sponsored information
nights with some graduate schools and companies.

Clubs
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This year we participated in Derby Days at
Sigma Chi. We raised over $1000. We do Read
Aloud and we are having a dance-a-than to
raise money for the American Cancer Society.
Social activities include the Golden Owl Ball,
Campus Beautification, Greek Games, and
the Chi Omega Hayride. Our members are
also very active in other activities at Rose.
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Once again the Gamma Pi Chapter of Delta Delta Delta has had
a very successful year atRose-Hulman. This year we initiated 16 new
members into our Fall Beta Class and then added three more to our
family with our Spring Beta Class. The Chapter participated in many
social events throughout the year. We helped Alpha Tau Omega and
Delta Sigma Phi decorate their houses for the Christmas season. We
once again enjoyed helping Lambda Chi Alpha with the party they have
every year for less fortunate children around Christmas time. We also
had a dinner and movie night with Pi Kappa Alpha that proved to be an
enjoyable event. Throughout the year we hold various philanthropic
events to raise money for different organizations. The Teeter-Totter
Marathon was a huge success this year. We raised over $1500 for Riley
Children's Hospital and two young cancer patients. Sisterhood activities
are enjoyed throughout the year. Once again the Stars and Crescent Ball
was a huge success. Pine Picnic and a few movie nights brought us all
together for some time to relax and enjoy. Besides all of the Tri-Delta
events filling our time, many of the sisters participate in other campus
activities. Varsity and intramural sports, along with Greek Games,
Campus Beautification, clubs, and honor societies keep us on our toes.
Gamma Pi is looking ahead and is very excited to continue our
prosperous Greek life here atRose-Hulman.
Top: Our little sis, big sis combination of the year,
Kristi Pratt and Ellen Kotal
Left: Here we are on bid day , new members and all
Bottom Right: Stars and Crescent Ball is always an
event to look forward to .
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Top: One Skinny man goes for
the goal in a game with S
"Skinny Men" vs. 10 "Fat
Men"
Middle: The annual 24 hour
basketball marathon to benefit
the March of Dimes is always a
big success.
Bottom: "Shipwrecked" is the
theme of one of the biggest
parties of the year. Here the
brothers are working on the
backdrop for the evening.
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The men of Lambda Chi Alpha continued to achieve
milestones this past year. In the fall, we gathered over
1500 pounds of food from local residents for the North
American Food Drive (a LCA national philanthropy), in
the Winter we held a Christmas Party for 20
underprivileged children from a Ryves Hall, a local youth
organization, and in the Spring we raised almost $1900
for Big Brother Big Sister of Vigo County with our 30th
annual Run For Kids Sake. Each week, we continue to
participate in Meals on Wheels, delivering meals to
elderly people who are unable to cook for themselves.

Top: Brother Jeff Gordon raises lots of
applause and cheers doing his Beavis
impersonation at an event in Panama
City Beach.
Middle: Our annual Christmas party
for Ryves Hall youth. The children
open presents that they would
otherwise not receive during the
holiday season.
Bottom: These two beautiful porkers
will soon make their way from the
flame to the plate. Every spring we
host the annual "Pig Roast" for alumni
to return and share their stories of
work.
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Top: Homecoming queen
Nicolee Page was
sponsored by Phi Gamma
Delta.
Bottom: The pledges are
welcomed on initiation
night.
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The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha enjoyed another
successful year. During the summer we won our 6th
Robert Adger Smythe award. This is the most coveted
recognition a chapter can receive from the National
Fraternity. We also won national awards for scholarship,
community service, and overall chapter excellence.
Using this momentum, we dominated Fall Rush bringing in
a class of 35 exceptional guys. Rush wasn't the only area
at which we excelled. The following are a few of our
many acomplishments throughout the year: winning
Greek Games; creating an alumni association; showing
strong community service through bell ringing for the
Salvation Army which brought in $2500, an all-time high;
winning grades for the 5th straight quarter; having the
highest quarterly GPA since we were colonized; and, at
the end of the year, having our house approved for the
National Register of Historic Places.
As an unforgettable year comes to a close, the Brothers
look forward to another exciting, successful year filled with
memories that will last a lifetime.
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The Kappa Chapter of Theta Xi would like to remind you that
the most important thing in life is living. Enjoy the ride.
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Another year has passed at Rose-Hulman, and with it another
class of graduates leaves the school behind. Some graduates will
go on to graduate school, while many will begin a career that is
sure to be exciting and rewarding. This year's graduates will be
living all over the country and some even out of the country, but
each has chosen a path that leads through Rose. The decision to
attend Rose is one that will mold and shape the way each graduate
things, works, and lives life in a way that no other school can do.
Many schools will write about the year's graduating class as
the "First Class of the New Millennium," but our class of 2000 has
distinguished itself in many more ways than just the year in which
it is graduating. Our class of 2000 will not be seen as the first class
of the new millennium, but instead as our nations top engineers,
corporate executives, doctors, lawyers, and professors. Through
their respective fields, each will make this world a better place in
one way or another, and each will stand out for his or her work.
The students, staff, faculty, and alumni of Rose-Hulman
salute the class of 2000 and wish each and everyone of you the best
of luck in whatever you choose to do in life. You carry with you
the most prestigious of degrees, and you have earned that degree
through hard work and determination.

As you enter the world

and do your part to make it better for all of us, carry the RoseHulman name with pride and pat yourself on the back ... you've
earned it!

- Rory Saint

On a more personal note, We would like to thank all the departments for their cooperation in producing this book. Arranging grc
photographs was not always easy, but hopefully we included most of the departments, clubs, and activities. Production oft
book was difficult because of a small staff and limited time ... imagine limited time at Rose!. Anyway, the book is late, but i
done at last! - Editors Vinay Basavaraja and Katie Weiss
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